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EDITONIAT COMMENT

The Ilominican Invasinn
For the past few months our country has been thrown into a state
of crisis by the escalation of U.S. imperialism's aggressive_war against
the Vietnimese people. Now the crisis has been greatly dee-pened by
a new act of aggression, this time against the people of the Dominican Republic. The nakedness of this invasion surP__asses anything
in the reient history of imperialist outrages. It is fully as crude as
the "gunboat diplomacy" of an earlier day, so aptly exposed by General $medley D. Butlei a good many years ago. His words are worth
recalling:

I spent thirty-three years and four months in active service as
y't most agile military force-the Marine
u *"irrb", of our
Corps. I served in "orrrit
all commissioned ranks from a second lieutenant 1o major-general. And during that period I spent most of my
time bein! a-high-class muscle man for Big Business, for Wall
S,treet, and for the bankers. In short, I was a racketeer for cap
italism. . . .

Thus I helped make Mexico and especially Tampico safe for
American oil interests in 1914. I helped make Haiti and Cuba a
decent place for the National City Bank boys to collect revenues
in. . .'t h"tpua p"rify Nicaragria for the international banking
house of Brown Brothers in 1909-1912. I brought light to the
Dominican Republic for American sugar interests in 1916. I helped
make Honduras "right" for American fruit companies in 1908.
In China in L927 I helped see to it that Standard Oil went its
way unmolested. (Naro York Tirnes, August 21, 1931.)

Today his successors are back at the same stand. The Dominican
Republic is occupied, according to the latest figures, by some 30,000
U.S. troops.
The background of this new invasion is simple and clear enough.
When the Marines came to "bring light" in 1916, they remained for
eight years. And they left behind them as a legacy the brutal, corrupt Trujillo dictatorship. For thirty-one years the Dominican people suffered under this bloody tyrant. When this rule was ffnally
ended with his assassination, and elections were held for the ffrst

time in more than three decades, they chose, by a vote of almost
two to one, a government headed by the liberal democrat ]uan Bosch.
But ,this constitutional government lasted only some seven months
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So frightened was the Administration of even the prospect of
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before it was violently overthrown by a reactionary military junta
headed by General Elias Wessin y Wessin. It is worth noting that
the U.S. government did not then find it lecessaly to send trooPs
"to protect Americans." And it found no difficulty, not _long afterward, in giving diplomatic recognition to this milit-ary- dictatorship.
Now, however, the Dominican people have revolted against this
junta and are seeking to restore their ?emocratically elected- government. And it is to plevent this that U.S. Marines were ordered by
President Johnson tb invade the Dominican Republic. The pretext
that these-troops were sent to protect American lives, and ProPe{y
was quickly abandoned, and it was made clear by Johnson that the
real purpose was to dictate to the Dominican people, under the gui-se
of preventing a "Communist take-over," whom they might or mi_ght
nof elect to office. In a statement which has been dubbed the "John-

son Dochine," he declared that: "The American nations cannot,
must not and will not permit the establishment of another Communist government in the western hemisphere." What this rneans, in
simple language, is that the people of the Dominican Republic are
to 6e forcibly deprived of the right to elect any government which
U.S. ruling circles consider "Communist." And not only the people
of the Dominican Republic but of every Latin American country.
But it is clear to anyone familiar with the political coloration of
Bosch and those around him that the issue of Communism has been
injected only as a cover for the unilateral intervention of U.S. military forces to support the reactionary junta against the popular democratic forces. And any remaining doubts on this score were quickly
dispelled by the open assistance given by the U.S. troops to the junta.
With this new act of unconcealed aggression, U.S. imperialism carries forward its historical policy of supporting every reactionary clique,
every bloody dictator, in the interests of perpetuating the exploitation

of the Latin American people by

Standard Oil, U.S. Steel, United
Fruit, Alcoa, the copper trusts and other U.S. monopolies. As The
Nation of May 17, 1965 expresses it:
The fact is that we prefer strong-arm regimes which can be relied on to act as our agents and protect our strategic, political and
ffnancial interests. In Vietnam, we abandoned Ngo Dinh Diem
only when he proved to be a worthless tool, while in the Dominican uprising we rushed to the defense of Gen. Elias Wessin y
Wessin, who without our timely aid would either be dead or in
sanctuary in some friendly embassy. He, and we too, would be
as revolted by a left-Socialist, anti-Communist regime as by a
Communist one with ties to Havana or Moscow. Neither he nor
we had any real objection to Rafael Leonidas Trujillo. The fact
that he was an outstanding practitioner of murder, both personal
and wholesale, did not render him odious.
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popularly elected government that it rushed onto the scene rvithout
io-much as a pretense of consulting its OAS partners. It did so,
moreover, in direct violation of Article 17 of the OAS Charter, which
reads: "The territory of a state is inviolable; it may not be the
obiect, even temporirily, oI military application or of other measures
of'force taken Ey another state, directly or indirectly, under any
grounds whatsoever."
- It was only after the invasion of the Dominican_ Republic that the
Johnson Administration succeeded-and only barely-in_bludgeoning
ihe OAS into support. The fourteen supporting votes-the bare twothirds maiority required-included that of the Dominican delegate,
who actually-keyrepresented no one. And among the six op_posing votes
were such
countries as Mexico, Chile, Peru and Venezuela.
Moreover, sayi a New York Times editorial (May 7, 1965):
{
$

$

The nations who voted for the peace force were voting to curtail the activities of the United States, not to endorse or extend
them. They insisted there be no loopholes in the resolution. There
can be no doubt that Latin Americans, unanimously, would not
want to see the United States occupying the Dominican Republic,
perhaps for years. Nor do they believe the United States should
lecid6 what kind of government the country should have and who
should head it.

Indeed, among Latin American countries the U.S. action has
a storm of indignation. According to Neu York Times cor'
respondent Juan de Onis, it "has caused the most serious crisis in
thd inter-American system since the ill-fated invasion of Cuba in
1961" (May 3, 1965i. In Peru, for example, the president and both
houses of ihe Peruvian Congress condemned it as unilateral intervention in the internal affairi of the Dominican Republic. In Chile,
the reaction has been even more pronounced. Writes Donald D.
Ranstead from Santiago de Chile ("The Dominican Crisis," Neus
Republic, May 29, 1965):
aroused

US flags as well as as leaves are being burned.
thing to no[e, for those North Americans who care,
The important
-the
is that
arrgty d6monstrations are not _simply the work of fid,el'
isfas. ChileanJ are almost unanimous in their support of Fresident

It is fall here and

Eduardo Frei's condemnation of U.S. intervention in the Dominican Republic. Except for the "Chinese" left and the extreme right,
all factions are united behind the ruling Christian Dernocratic
Party's (PDC) position that the crisis is a result of President
Johnson's sending in the Marines, not of the civil strife itself. To
this legally-minded country the issue is nonintervention, not

",wt
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whether there are 58 or 58,000 Communists

in the Dominican

Republic.

To Chileans, the real meaning of the "Communist takeover" buildup is only too clear. Ranstead says:

. . More than one PDC member

has asked me

if

President

that only last March the Communist of Chile
received 12 per cent of the vote that the bAtu noire of Ti:nw,
Socialist Salvador Allende, will probably be President of this

Johnson knows

country's Senate soon. They wonder if OAS forces might not, under certain circumstances, be landed in Valparaiso some day.

It is obvious that the reluctant OAS involvement will be no more
than token (it is signiffcant in this connection that the most positive
reaction has been that of the reactionary, coup-installed regjime -in
Brazil), and that the Dominican Republic will simply continue to be
occupied by U.S. forces bearing the label "OAS." And the occupation, it is being predicted, will last for an indeffnite period.
In all -this, the prime casualties are the Dominican people. Victims
of unbridled imperialist exploitation, they are among the most povertystricken in all Latin America. What this means is in&cated by the
fact that the average per capita income for all Latin American countries, including the richest, is only about one-tenth of that in the
United States. It is their efforts to throw off the yoke which condemns
them to this misery that are now being beaten down by the U.S.
Marines. Small wonder that their presenEe is greeted with'anger and

DOMIIIICAI{
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coupled with that in Vietnam, has opened the eyes of a signiffcant
secuon of the American
_people to the-reality of u.s. imperiaf,sm and
the needlo..oppose jr This 6omprehension is still largelj, vague, con-

fused and limited, but it-is growing and with each-new uft of ,git will grow further. This latest imperialist outrage immeasur_ably worsens an already
extremely critical world situation. It is a shociing demonstration df
the inner logic of the choice of a policy of steiped-uD assression
by the Administration-of the fact -that'in the iirrsuit'of"i fuUle
effort to put.down the democratic aspirations of'other peoples, aggression can lead only to more aggresslon, escalation to irori escalition. As they contemplate the inevitable end toward which this leads,
more and more Amelicans are quite properly becoming deeply disturbed.
It is plain that U.S.- policy in the Dominican Republic must be reversed, no less than that in Vietnam, in the interelt of world peace,
of the rights of other peoples and of the welfare of the AmLrican
people. U.S. military forces must get_out
the Dominican Republic.
-of
The people of that country must 6e left free
to restore constitirtional
government and to elect whatever government they please, Communist or non-Communist. They must be free to exeicise fully their
right of self-determination, arid to throw off the shackles of eiploitation by the U.S. monopolies,and establish their complete ecdnomic
a.s rlell as political inilependence. To the, securing 6f these rights
the American people must dedicate themselves, in t"he name of tieir
.rwn lives and futures.
gression

hatred.

In short, the ]ohnson Administration is proceeding, in the face

all th-e opposition, to use the OAS as an instrument of its imperialist policy in the Dominican Republic. And at this moment il is
engaged in "negotiations" for the selection of a government satisfactory to itself. And this in the name of "defending democracy."
In this country, too, the Dominican invasion has aroused widespread opposition, especially coming as it does on top of the escalation in Vietnam. And even in circles which support Wall Street's
cold-war anti-Communist aims, there is growing alarm as the full
import of the Johnson Doctrine sinks in. Says the Nens York Times
(May 6,, 1965)r "But if it means anything, the Johnson Doctrine
mjans that the emphasis is now going to be-on resisting the advance
of Communism anywhere in the world with military force rather
than on difierentiating betweel various kinds of Comriunisrn or trying to co-e-xist with any of them. The United States gives the appearance of heading toward the unenviable, self-righteous and selfdefeating position of world policeman."
More than tlis, the crudeness of the Dominican intervention,
of_

Significantly, the George Washington of both North and
South Vietnam is Ho Chi Minh, now leader of North Vietnam.
But as the father of independence he is revered in the South
as mueh as in the North.
The fact that the George Washington of Indochina is viewed

with love and admiration by the people of the South whose
alleged
.independencg we- are -trying t6 preserve is a political

fact which no bombing of bridges or raids on supply tiains or
skirmishes in the steaming iungles can eradicate. '
Drew Pearson, N, Y, Post, ]une 2, 1g65

GROTIP OF WONKffi.PNIESTS

The [hurch and the Working Hass
Fathers:
The undersigned, fffteen of us of from 40 to 56 years of age, have
worked for I0 to 17 years at manual trades, such as milling-machine
hands, lathe hands, cutters, electricians, mechanics, brickiayers and
laborers. A long time has passed since the day we ffrst entered in'
dustry. Here we have made contact with millions of workers of whom
Pius XII and his successors have often complained that they were
far from the Holy Church. We share their lives, their sufferings, their
struggles, their hopes and delusions, and feel ourselves part of them'
We have decided to speak to you about them because we know
that today the Church is re-examining its relations with the entire
world (during Ecumenical Council). All Christians, all t}ose who believe tha,t the Church's mission is to transmit Christ's message, are
interested in the matter. Our own lives, greatly changed by years of
labor and struggle, belong to the Church and we want to participate

in t}le effort of the Church to fulfill its mission.
We are not making a sociological or economic study, nor do we
raise personal problems here. We want to express certain asp-ects of
our daily experiences which we feel are not understood by the
Church.

In our world money is the principal source of rights and authority.
When a man is compelled to "look for work" in order to live, when
he must beg for a job frorn the owners of the means of Production
who can eiiher give work or refuse it, that man, his life, his conscience, his very personality become victims of the economic system.
The same hoidi true for his family. From the very ffrst moment he
is humiliated and dependent.
After the humiliati-on of being hired, the worker's life begins: he
becomes a part of the production belt, victim of the machine, of
increased speed. Promises made by his employer are broken, he runs
risks to his health and life is quickly worn out; he is insecure on his
job; he is prevented from organizing by the atmosphere of terror
* This letter, addressed

lished

I

to the Ecumenical Council last summer, was pubReview, Lettro, Decembor, 1964.

in ttre French Catholic
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which reigns in the factory. Thus, after a few months, the worker
begins to realize that the sys'tem is uniustz unjust because of the
obviously low wages and bad conditions; uniust because it subordinates his own life, that of his children, their right to culture and all
that is really human-even his right to live and eat-to the profft of
others. He feels that he has become an object to be used 6y those
who have money. This is really exploitation of man by man,'of one

by another.
On the other hand he sees the employers' organization devote i,ts
energies to the maintenance of this situation, with the aid of the
State, police, Church, press, radio, television. The directors of these
instituuons have extra privileges and take part in the persecution of
militant workers. The class struggle is not a theoryr life itself creates
the struggle.
Often his living and working conditions cause the worker to seek
escape through personal and family isolation, that is, an individualism
which is encouraged by bourgeois society and the Church. For example, he works overtime at the expense of his health and his family
ties, to satisfy his normal desires and needs in a modern society. This
overtime work reduces his physical and moral resistance, prevents
him from reasoning, deprives him of culture and makes him easy
prey of the press and literature of "escape."
On the other hand, when he enters political, cultural or trade union
organizations, he can raise his eyes to new horizons; his faith is
restored, he becomes clearer in his ideas and revolts in the name of
human dignity. At that moment, when he discovers the meaning of
solidarity r.vith the workers of the rvorld, those oppressed and those
already liberated, he takes his position in the common cause. He
begins to comprehend that it is the working class which must frec
itself from all foreign influence. He chooses the trade union organization which has long experience in the struggle, and takes part in
the political struggle to the extent that he realizes that economic
struggles are limited, while the real solution to his problems will be
found at another level of organization and action.
Through his daily experience in organized struggle, the man who
until yesterday was isolated and oppressed as a worker, discovers
new relations among men. finds his ideal of a new man, the hope of
a better future, all of which give new meaning to his life.
For a casual observer, even on the basis of ecclesiastic documents,
this struggle seems to be based on hate and contrary to Christian
charity, and Christian workers are asked to avoid contact with this
movement, or at least to enter it with reserve and with the intentiorr
class

POIITTCAL
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of ..purifying" it. This view shows a complete misconception of the
hrrd facis oI hfu for a workerr the worker has discovered that tho
capitalist class is interested above all in maintaining an+ incteasing
its'privileges and proffts. This outsider's view ignores the fact that
the'workiig class inovement has as its purposg tle abolition of the
class strugfle in the only possible way, through the socialization of
the means of production, the elimination of wage workers as a class
and of the ernployers as a class. A life spent in serving the interests
of the workinf ciass is extremely hard. A militant's daily tasks require renuncialion, courage and perseverance and often bring little
slatisfaction. A working class militant suffers intimidation, and if he
is ffred, he has difficulty in finding another job. Not only he alone
but his family too are involved. Police terror seeks him out. This, we
feel, is an authentic example of charity-not to give away something
one does not need, but to compromise one's own life and that of his
dear ones. This gift to others exPresses a reality that we have rarely
found in the Clrristian world.
When we see a worker isolated, individualist, oppressed because
he does not understand the reasons for his situation or because he is
resigned to it, we can only hope that he rvill above all develop a
clasi consciousness, that he will revolt and participate in the collective struggle in order to become a man. And when we see a class
consciouJ militant who struggles for his own interests and those of
others in the battle for iustice and human dignity, we can only hope
that he will ftnd in Jesus Christ a more complete revelation of the
dignity of man.
But in practice the working class militant is a conffrmed atheist.
The more militant he is, the more profoundly atheist he is, because
his class consciousness and his responsibilities require him to affirm
his atheism.
We are often questioned concerning atheism among working class
militants. Is it not surprising that these generous men who have
dedicated their lives to serving others should refuse to believe in God
who represents the supreme example of their own human activity?
There are many reasons for this, as we are above all aware of trvo:
a particular concept of religion and the role of the Church in the
workers'world.
The working class militant is convinced that a man must take his
destiny into his own hands if he wants to be a min, rather than
submit to destiny. Belief in God, on the contrary, seems to him to
imply resignation and submission. For him, religion presents tho
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of God

as the cleator who has determined the social order
man has o_nly to accept the establishecl order and to obey.

Tg

This. "corrception does not correspond to the teachings of the great
theologians. Do people listen to the theologians? The -people seJthat
in fact the church has always preached submission ind -corrdemned
rebellion, thus contributing to the continuation of exploitation of one

ciass

by

another.

In fact the worker

judges the church more on the basis of its
actions 'than its words. Now the church can no longer appear to
him as another world, insensitive ,to his fundamental

"'rpiruiio"r.

-The

power

church appears 'to-be an economic, politicar and culturar

.which flourishes well under the capitilist system.

In

those

countries where land is the chief source-of weafth, the church
possesses enormous riches. It has an enormous personnel and rich

institutions, owns splendid buildings. Its ecbnomic future is
guaranteed by large bank deposits i'nd stocks and. bonds which
ar_e wisely administered and derive profft from the exploitation
of
labor. The church is on good termi with capitalist iovernments
,and even with fascist govJrnments, and its lea'ders ,rE
among the important people of this world.
"orrria"r"a
the
church
not
therefore
defend
that
social system which
-Does
pelmits it to live and to flourish? In fact, the Chuich did not
defend the oppressed at the time of industriarization and rationalizatron of industry-which introduced inhuman riving and working
conditions. Through the history of the class struggie, the church
has been seen to have direct ties with the owiErs-and this is
remembered. when the chu'ch shows interest in the workers, it
is in the name of "charity." But when the poor orqanize and
to free-themselves without the aid o? the ciurch, the
,attemp-t
Iatter becomes disconcerGd- and frightened and condem", -tt urn.
The church then uses all the meani at its disposa to i"rluu u"a
maintain a christian Democratic- party in po.tier so that it may
preserve its own power and privileles.'
-The worker sees that dominatioi and authoritarianism are the
means used by the Church; like the employers, by the issnance
of commands. It seeks to dominate the cbnscience bf the faithful
and claims, in the name of God, to determine what is good and
and wh-at- is bad, demanding that men submit to its e&cis as a
proof of their faith.
-The worker notes that the members of the church tend to organize outside of the human community ( schools, universities,
trade unions, christian political parties, c.4thoric Aid, pax christi
).
For the worker who sbeks uniiy, the Church is an element of
division,
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Even worse,

In reality there are two worlds-one Christian and another nontwo

Christian, lwo distinct social systems, two societies' practically
seem that
countries-one of the Faith, the other of atheism' It would

inordertobeconsideredChristianonemustleaveoneworldto

new world
enter the other. For the workers this means leaving that

another-an
**"f, they have built and which is movin$, to,, "ltut
human
oil world'where all has been decided, wheie all in the problems
world of

If they cloosg- to remain
refuie the-Christian world, and with it
thus
they
sofiiarity,
ilil";
the Church which seems to be one with it'
-M;"t who have inherited their traditional Christian faith from
in the
infancf and have never had to face this situation, often move
continthem
,r*" hir""tion. Their credo, rooted in the past, brings
children
their
or
they
ut'd
surroundings
their
with
,rrtty irr,o conflict
turn in large numbers to atheism'o *
have already been solved.

If,inspiteofalldifficulties,amanwishestomaintainbothhis

examine
Christian taith and his working class solida'V, he begins to
struggle
of
aspects
new
jh.e
learned
h"as
his faith rnore carefully. He

ignorance;
against exploitation and injustice, against poverty and
Charity,
as
such
him,
taught
has
;:;ih;;rtues which the Church
him'
for
meaning
new
on
a
for"rty, Humility-these be€in to take
virtues
these
quitg
exPress
to
He k ows he is being callid upon
aUf"t""tfy from the Pr"irces of the Church and the manner in which
thev expound the word of God.
-ilr"#;Jt rhe church had presented- charity-in,terms,of gentlewas not
,rers, forgivlness for injustice, a-nd love for all. The first rule
"oth"rr, and therefore, non_violence. The second was charity:
i; h;r*
aid one''s
it was necessary to give alms, visit and help the- Pgo!
applied
God
of
*rgiU"r. Abov6 all ttey had been taught thJword
and
economic
to individual relationships, without qriestioning the
conthey
oolitical regime in which^men live. and in fact, men whom
may go to chuch, may- be on good terms with their
Ira"r
"-pf"?aers
prt,o. J, Uirt op ,ri prtt for exemplary Catholics without being
denounced bY the Church.
The Christian worker in a factory or shipyard cannot view all
things in the same way because the ielations among men in producon
tion"are the real relationships and are more decisive than those
has
bewho
worker
The
parish'
in
a
or
ihe stre*t, in a neighborhood'
"social prof,I"*" or who ,"""it'"' assistance from the Church
"
"o-"
now sees that [iris so-called "love for one's neighbor" has become a
sore'
cruel joke, nothing more than a warm cloth applied to a festering
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constitutes a hypocritical alibi to justify poverty, maintaining poverty to prevent discussion of injustice. The peopie Inow
that th-e big charity organizations live on the basis of pr6fou'nd social
inequality and react to revolutio,. The people have leirned long ago
that exploiters and benefactors work hand ln hand.
changes for him who wants to love according to
^.By,.everything
teachings and then enters the world of the exploited. "His
lfrist's
ch.ally is for him complete dedication and participation ir the work-

ers'life, with no other aim than that of Love. He-remains with them
and becomes a part of them because he loves them.
His love and his respect for these noble and humbre people grows,
and his charity becomes anger against those who are servile and contemp,tuous. tle begins to encourage the proletariat to reject its situation, to seek out its adversaries, to struggle against fatarism and to
accept the battle' If we love man, we must demand much of him;
too much indulgence is contempt.
It is in this natural context that these christians enter the class
struggle_ and invite others to take part, for it seems to them to be the
real and tragic form of love for humanity.

-To fight for organization

and unity, to make an efiort to anal-

yze, with- method and initiative, becauie often the ffght is with the
mind rather than with the ftst. If understood in this ,iray, the struggle can defeat hate, because the struggle is against'ihe system

and not against individuals.

-This is a truth test for the bourgeoisie and the powerful of
the world who "drink injustice as thef drink water,,, uid who end
by
to sleep r,vith lheir conscience clear, but they sin if the
,Sgl"q
exploited
remain silent.o
*
*
In the traditional credo, Poverty rvas above ar an interior attitude
of renunciation in preparation of meeting one's God. This fft well
with material wealth; it preached ecorro*y and called upon the
christian to give charity, since alms to the poor were a doriation to
God. For believers who live in comfort, the poor man, symbol of
Christ, becomes an object of mystical fascination.
The christian worker knows this poverty intimatery and without
romanticism. He sees it imposed on his entire class. "Blessed be the
poor!" What do these words and the comments which follow, mean
to him? Here he must fall back on the long experience of the working class struggle.
He remembeis the old militants who have reached. the end of their
days. From his youth on, the old worker has struggled against poverty
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and dreamed of better luck and well-being for his family. He knows
that it is hard to make money and appreciates the value of that small
amount he has been able tb put to[ether' In spite of this, he has
the
been robbed by society. Ther6 is nJrelation whatever between
for
return
in
fruit of his labor and the small part he has received
his
others;
for
the
his tabor. why not? Because the good jobs are
factory,
the
in
low salary is witness to the fact that he is an outsider
because [h" ti-" which others dedicate to increasing their inconte,
he has given in serving his fellow wo-rkers' Perhaps-the most important iact is that oftJn during his-lifetime he has had to choose
Letween his activity as a militarit and the sly ofiers by his-emplo-yer
io brry him ofi-and the real militant has chosen tle way of sacriffce.
He Jould have preferred to be rich and cultured, to own his own
home, to travel-ind this man comes to the end of his life a poor
man-poor because he has chosen to love his neighbor' A ihristian accepts this poverty born in the struggle_for charity
and justice. The liie and teath of Christ was not difierent. The
Churth is no longer the only one, with its saints and martyrs, to commemorate the great ExamPle.
The same is true for Humility, which was taught him in the form
of modesty. This is a virtue for the powerful man who does not want
to escape from reality. But it is difieient for the man who from morning to'night and from youth to death is constantly humiliated; for
hii emplolyer he is but a worker who can be substituted more easily

than a'machine-and his fate is the fate of the entire working class.
For him the supreme need is to restore to men their pride in being
men.

But in this struggle he learns another form of humllrty' for his
the recomrades he is on[," one of them, he is iudged above all by.
who
he
not
is
It
sults of his work ln the workers' organizations.
them.
by
jodg"r, but the workers together. He is constantly correctedff"iffity for him means alceptance of this demoeratic discipline and
control over his actions by others.
He is still a Christian. His faith has become stronger' He knows
that he has been faithful to the profound truth of the Church' But
the church-does it not appear to be another world frorn his own?
The working class movement is observing with great interest the
takiig place in the attitude of the Church toward social
"uoto,io,
proUi"*t, f"t it is evolution is late and is taking place - under the
of the people. will it go to the heart of the problem?
;;;;t*"
^ Th" leaders of it e Church tend to believe that iniustice is an
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accident, a result of certain aberrations, and that it can be remedied
while maintaining the present system. Militant workers cannot realize
their ideals and their aim of man's ]iberation here. For example, the
catholic bishops have rece-ntry become aware of two major ispects
of social crisis: strikes and ffrings. They have issued statemlnts which
amount to ,this: they-sympathize with the workers, and then
appeal
for "reconciliation." ThLy iannot see nor do they say that these
problems are the outward
of
an
essentialy'inhirma"
ryri"-.
The church locally lspects
his given support to some strikes and rocar
workers' struggles. The_catholic preJs-and propaganda underline
this
occasional
rypport, and many christians reet inlt thus the workers'
movement has come closer to the Faith. certainly, it is comnrehensible that the workers'organizations shourd-try to'iake ,J""riug"
or
this convergence of aims, since the Church is today ," i*iort"rrt
political and social force. we understand too that tt e ct *ct, with
its enormous influence, feers duty_-bound to aid the working class
occasionally. But these contacts which give support to the
#orkers,
movement from the outside are those of a' iriportant power
and
of131 tr-avg o-bjectives that are not exactly spirituai.
we feel that it is impossible for the *oikirg crass to understand
Jesus .christ's rnessage is- rong as the churchl with its *Lri rr, it,
organizations and its authority over a[ believers, remains
an important temporal power. The working crass must either resist
this
:-""*p:lrl power or use it for its owi ends: It cannot r"""iu" tfru
Word from such a temporal power.
can the church consider itserf the voice of God when it uses
rnethods other than Hisp Is- the Hory Gospel realy
th" ;;; or coa
when it must ffnd means of persuasio., o,it.id" of it.
o*r, t oor"t
,In addition, this desire to determine men's lives creates doubts.
The.world needs proof that the church will refuse to
exercise temporal power or possess enormous wealth.
Much is said concerning the need of the Church to
be poor, not
only,to.gtu:
its outwaid aspect of wealth (I"*"rv, tt"'oJr.on"f
lp
standard of life of the bishopi crergymen *d orgJ"irutirirj-r",
really to tlesire poverty.
All that which makes the church a temporar pouer is
a factor to-

wo.rds atheism.

ll*c

At the close of this period of 17 years of manual rabor
and participation in the workers' struggles, we believe that
the n* i"ty ol
the church toward the workif crass is to recognize
the existence of
groJ/rng working-class consciousness. r|:his is n"ot at
all an artificial
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thing, but rather the result of human efiort applied to.understanding
moventent
urd"irurrrforming the situation today' The working class
victories
experien-ces'
struggles,
of
100
years
has a tradition of over
these
achieving
of
aims
specific
a"f"utr. Today it has
''""t
"'-d
the
inspiring
of
"rra
capable
movement
r"Jr- f, is essentiily a hurnanistic
marchis
force
This
spirits.
their
galvanizing
hearts o{ millions and "yet
utilize-d all its possibilities. This is someing ahead and has not
thirg ,,"* for the Church, which can find nothing in its past to
it todaY.
guide
o
its
A"""pturrce of this reality, an- effort.to understand it' to discover
hujustice
and
for
struggle
orofooria roots, without prejudice: the
its
;;;;t This for the church implies.a readiness to surrender
men
before
humilityDower, to collaborate and to pay alttention' Such
the
irf."-^lrr"" *t"" their destiny into their own hands will permit
to recognize in their work the Spirit of Christl
Church
the
Acceptanc" urrd recognition oj the fict that for these men
from
and
men
from their consciousness as
t rro*t"ig" of God
"o*J,
of man' Christian faith must plant its
dignity
the
for
t,riggle
ifr"ir
roots in the heart of the working class'
class movement does not need the Church as its
The working
"But
to the extent that the Church agrees to end its
guide or ally.
ideals'
i"*porul po*"r, it can reveal the profound meaning of those
If^ the Jeed does not fall to earth and die'

Relision as a set of beliefs and a code of conformity remains
perhaps restate
b-;i;;fiv;t Marx described it, though we should
distinction
clear
a
make
must
we
But
f, i. *6t" *odern terms.
between.our
and
institution,
an
as
church
the
and
il"t*;;; this
toward members
,*iia" t"*rJ retgious belief as such andifthat
are going. to be
we
r."h and Jl".gy. We must do so
oi tt
" "t party thatT6adt, by and large, religious people'
are
"^"""n""ia
The" morai, ethical and humanitarian con-cepts- ot relrg-ron
history'.Indeed'
in
role
negative
a
not
played
have
and
not evil,
saw
r"r"" 1,u"" ioined the 'Communist ?arty because in it they
th€
see
Vlany
concepts'
same
the practicai fulfillment of these
rvork
can
they
whic-h
through
vehicle
as
a
Corrimunist movement
they
concretely for the realization of the essence of the sermons
hear on fhe Sabbath.
We cannot accomplish anything with- the conception F"l y,"
lead only those who'are notieligious' This is a fallacy' of which

*e *rrt[ rid ourselves'

Gus Hall, Catholics and' Communisfs' pp' 8-9'
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VICTOR PERTO

The I\ew tl.S. Economic Policy*
In

then Treasury secretary Diflon craimed that since
June
1961 American economic policy had crosied "a signifcant
watershed',
in "th_e emergence of a nationar determination
1964,

as a dynamic and affirmative agent

io

use ffscal poricy

in fostering economic grJwth.;,
I wish to deffne the objectives of that o"-*
poricy,
examine its contents in their historicar setting, explore
""orro.ric"
its^ theoretical significance, and appraise its prospects.
The objectives of the poiicy ,r", ^
1' To minimize the business cycre, and if possible to eriminate
totally its downward phases.
2. To increase the economic growth rate.
3' To increase proffts, and to reinforce the domestic and international power positions of large corporations.
Summary Descri,pti,on

_^T"_p.ro"ipal instruments of that policy are well deffned in the
of the presideitt

1965 Economic Report

The instruments of ffscar poricy-purchases of goods arid services, transfer payments, su6sidies, grants_in_aid," and ta*"r_aru
tne government's m_ost powerful tools for expanding or restraining. over-all demand . . . The basic task of Feierar ffical
polcy is
a totar market demand ro, gooar--"oa"r""lui"",
Ip
l"lp..pro'ide
tlrat neither exceeds nor falls short of the ecdnomy,s productive
capacity
fuu employment.
3-t
'two Maintaining this "ontil"ois bararrce
. ' . normally involves
basic requirJments. First, since total
* The content of this. paper
was also presented to university seminars

in April,

1966.
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must
Droductive capacity grows steadily over time, total demand

in;;;;:--S";"td. titi""" fluctuatiors' in private demand occur
ofiset
be
must
huctuations
these
3"r""a""ifr-lf f,Jlr*f potcy,
ilt"".d;; i; avoid dips o'. ,rrgu, that could touch ofi recession

or inflation.+
The Report goes on to say that since 1960 a third' catch-up
,"q,rir"*"ira wal added: "Thus, in the last four years the main
itt"rrg" to U.S. policy has been to stimulate a massive growth
"t
in total" demand, s,lfficient not merely to keep up bfi' to catch up
with the $owth of productive capacity' During the pa1! four years'
polify has beeir dominated-by this purpose"' (p',62) t.,
ffscal
- Uoi"tury
policy is given a distnctly-secondary place, although
not a negligible one, among the policy instruments'
g*; *Z iry that ihis poii"y rJpresents something really new' and
not merely a formulatiori of long-e;6sting policies?-I^think soprior to the last several years the general federal ffscal_policy was
to intervene with deffcit ipending after a recession had b-egun in
order to try to cut it short and turn the economy upwards again
while striving to balance the budget or bring about a tYp]".t I Eooa
times. Now iederal policy is to intervene with_ larger defrcits_before
a recession begins; io t y to prevent it altogether, and, in effect' to
have budget deficits all the time, or nearly all'the time'
Corresp"ondingly, easy money policies are followed more continuously ard delirir"ly ihan formerly. Finally, the formal attemPt to
stimulate the econo#c growth rate is quite new. Prior to the last
,"',r"rrl years, this was a-subject of controver-sy in business and ecoand not pri*u objective of government economic
nomic
policy.

"ir"l"r,

"

History and Current APPli.cation
The practical origins of this new policy go b?+ to the,New Deal
period il tt 1980i when the government used budget deffcits and
"
money policy as vital parts of its recovery efiorts. The budget
lo
"ury at that
deffcits

iime were as large as now, relative to the gross na-

tional product, and government-created emergency employment in
the W.P.A. *u, ,rrr"li larger than present employment through antipoverty programs, etc. But the scale of action was very small in
* A word of caution-the term ,,full employment" al uled in this quotation means something quite different from actual ftrll employment. This
is a significant point to which I shall return'
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relation to the massive depression problem. Moreover, what was done
encountered violent opposition from the dominant business interests;
and these proved suffrciently strong to prevent anything like a consistent application of the policy.
During World War I the policy was carried out to the extreme, but
for military purposes. In this situation, the economic policy was
strictly subordinate and incidental to military needs. However, the
wartime results did bring out the enormous production and growth
potential of the U.S. econom/, and the very decisive role of gorrernment in activating it.
A-fter World War II, government ffscal policy was used as a limited
economic stimulator, especially to counter recessions. It was applied
partially, inconsistently, and often without announcement. But its
content remained mainly military. Ballooning cold war military outlays were primarily to establish foreign bases and dominate foreign
areas, and to prepare for a possible nuclear war with the Soviet

Union and China. However, fluctuations

in

arms spending were

influenced by economic considerations. There is plenty of practical
evidence to conffrm the fact that official policy was guided by thinking such as that described in U.S. Nel.;"s and World Report (May

26,1950);
Government planners ftgure they have found the magic formula
for almost endless good times. They now are beginning to wonder
if there may not be something to perpetual motion after all. Cold
war is the catalyst. Cold war is an automatic pump primer. Turn
a spigot, and the public clamors for more arms spending. Turn
another, the clamor ceases. Truman conffdence, cockiness, ii based
on this "Truman forrnula." Truman era of good times, President is
told, can run much bey_ond 1952. Cold war demands, if fully ex-

ploited, are almost limitless.
Success, however, was not so marked. There were three more or
less serious slumps-in 1949, 1954, and 1958. The U.S. lost ground
in economic competition with other countries. Talk of economic
stagnation became widespread.
Meanwhile in Western Europe a more vigorous and consistent application of these policies had developed; and with a different content. Government spending included a much larger percentage of
civilian sector and welfare projects.
The more consistent application resulted from the attempt to overcome the economic lag behind the United States resulting from

World War

II.

The difierent content reflected the much greater
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of organized labor and Communist Parties in Western Europe, and the consequent need to grant concessions to these forces
in order to forestall possible socialist revolutions.
As the U.S. lost ground in world-wide economic competition-at
strength

ffrst most notably with the USSR, and especially after the ffrst Sputnik-demands for consistent application of contra-cyclical and active
growth policy became significant, as in the Rockefeller Brothers reports, and in the more labor-oriented Keyserling studies. But both
of these had a large military component, which was dominant in the
Rockefeller version. However, this was still not generally accepted
in business circles. Nelson Rockefeller wryly observed that some
thought him a "cloud nine" dreamer.
Under Eisenhower, and at ffrst even under Kennedy, changes in
the military budget continued to be bigger and rnore signiffcant
economically than changes in the civilian budget.
The Cuban missile crisis resulted in the realization among Americans generally, including American businessmen, that thermonuclear
war would mean destruction of much of the U.S. and its people as
well as of the USSR. Academically, this was lnown to -informed
Americans for a long time. But it wasn't really felt, especially by
men of great power and influence. This new realization led decisive
sections of the Power Elite to look for an alternative to a mainly
military settlement of rivalry with the existing communist countries.
As a corollary, much more attention had to be paid to economic and
scientiffc competition with them. Simultaneously, competition with
the Common Market areas and with Japan was becoming more
serious.

only increased the intensity of application
,butThis-not
led to a

of ffscal policy,
change of emphasis in its content. If thermonucleir war
was to be avoided, one had to be less reckless in giving free reign
to the Pentagon budgetwise or in any other way. Meanwhile, oth-er
pressures required more attention to the civilian sector. The growing
struggle of the Negro people; increasing publicity on the social bacla
wardness of the United States in relation to poverty, medical care
and public services of various kinds; the competition with the USSR
in education-all these brought realization of the need to devote

more of the ffscal efiort to the civilian sector, and more of that to
weUare and public sector activities, rather than to tax and subsidy
concessions to big business.
particularly sharp expression of this new attitude was made by
_-A
Chairman Charles M. Bliss of the ultra-conservative Bank of New
York (WarlPeaae Reporf, May-June, 1964):
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What would happen if we could have a magic u,and and do
away with . . . definse expenditures: Without flanning, the disruption would probably be serious. Mr. Khrushchev might
accomplish quite_a lot toward the downfall of the capitalistic system if he were able to obtain our signature on an immediate and
sirnultaneous elimination of all defense expenditure by the U.S.
and Russia.

But planning, in order to utilize the released resoruces, can save
the system, he went on. There were these alternatives: government
debt could tre redirced, taxes cut, or federal civilian spending increased. He continued:
I oppose debt reduction under these conditions because . . . that
would have a dampening effect on the economy. . . . I would
favor a combination of tax reduction and government spending
. . . the importance of the government sectoi . . . could irot and
probably should not be materially altered by a cutback in defense
spending. This is certainly not the conservative point of rziew.
More spending is better than tax cuts economically, he said, and
it would start to take care of the "other pressing areas of need in our
society" that private funds will not take care of.
President johnson has expressed this new approach in politician's
language. He has advanced the twin concepts of a Great Society and
full employment. He has formulated full employment in the terms
of Roosevelt-the right of every person to a job. And the Great Society is put in similarly reminiscent terms-the right of every individual to all the education he can absorb, decent housing, beautiful
cities and countryside, health protection for all, unconditional war
against poverty, etc.
But the practical program of the Administration falls short of even
aiming for a Great Society. The detail, as spelled out in the Report
of the President's Council of Economic Advisers, explicitly repudiates full employment and substitutes the hackneyed rationalization
of 4 per cent unemployment defined as "full employment" in Madison Avenue publicity style-despite the well known fact that 4 per
cent official unemployment means that 12 million individuals sufier
from unemployment during the year, and many millions more are
never even acknowledged as being in the labor force.
Public housing is not even increased over previous trivial levels.
The education and medical care additions are noticeable-but certainly do not signify decisive advances. The steps against poverty
are peripheral. The practical steps to guarantee economic equality
for Negroes are also marginal.
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The expansion oJ federal cash spending, $6 billion, is just enough
to calculatedly offset the otlerwise s,trong danger of a decline in
activity beginning late this year, but not enough to provide a real
margin of safety. Simultaneously, the thrust of tax measures, federally and loeally, has been rapidly to increase the regressive character of the entire tax burden, to favor the rich over the poor.
Finally,
slight- decline in the military budget has stopped. By
-the
virtue of the intensiffcation of the war in vietnam, there is iriminent
danger of a switchback to the Truman method-with anuouncement
ofc a 5-10 billion dollar emergency rise in the arms budget possible
almost any day.
Thg g1p between words and deeds is particularly striking, because of Johnson's all-out eloquence and promises. Moreover, i-n the
business community there remain plenty of skepticism and potentially
active opposition to
_consistent anti-cyclical and growth policy; and
much stronger actual opposition to giving it a civirian ,ni"urie corrtent.

Theoretical Basis and Critique
The new economic policy is rooted in the concepts of Keynes, and

in their further development by American economists. Keynes, in
the environment of postwar British economic stagnation and the
crisis of the 1980s, saw the inapplicability of the marginal market
analysis which characterized Western economic science for a long

period. He turned to the examination of global (macro-) economic
categorie_s such as ,the {or,v of savings and investment and consumption funds, the level of production and employment and notably the
role of govemment in influencing the scale of these categories.
Keynes's theories were applied with a sharp policy edge to U.S.
conditions by seven Harvard and rufts economiits in An-Economic
P_rogram for American Dem.ocracrT (Vanguard, lgg8). That program
then represented the Left wing of the New Deal. Its advdcates i,
government in the late rg30s vainly pressed for consistent application of these ideas. In other works, the relationships were qr"i.iiffud,
as in some of the work of R. V. Gilbert and myself, and in that of
V. L. Bassie, and others.
One characteristic of the work of American economists was to
reveal, much more fully than Keynes himself had done, the scale of
the so-called full employment gap in the United States, as well as
the c_o'responding scale'of govlrnment intervention required to ffl
it and t-he amount of advance possible. Keynes himself rigarded this
analysis as extreme, in discussions held with him in Ig41. But today,
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the analyses contained in the reports of the president's council of
Economic Advisers, and the scales of suggested programs put forward, by
,r"t organizations as the Nationar prannilg Asslociation
and by,Mr. Bliss, are in many ways similar to the ,o""lyr", of the
NEW ECOilOMIC

Harvard and Tufts economists.
In a theoretical sense, Keynes was the sophisticated capitalist,s
answer to Marx who, starting with the Iaboi theory of vaiue, the
"th"ory
value of labor power-T-d
of crises
,value, developed u
of overproduction which :"rpl_*
hai had enormous iiflo"rr"" for the past
century.

In Marx's view there were two coincident contradictions undermining each capitalist boom. The ffrst was the tendency of production capacity to expand without limit other than the potential size
and productivity of the labor force; whire the consuming power of
the masses-required for the ultimate realization of a signiffiant
part
of the social
-product-was held: within relatively ,rrroi ti*its. me
second was the tendency at advanced stages of a boom for the
rate
of profft to be underryy_d by increasei capital_output ,atios and
ur.increased price of labor power resultingifrom hLor,, i*pro.,red
Py
bargaining position.
at intervals that tended to cluster around the period
of-Invariably,
renewal of ffxed capital, these contradictions were ,tempor"riry
,"solved in crises which causecr a liquidation of part ol ii"
lnpitut
and by a reduction in wages. Then -production revived on the
basis
of a restored rate of profft and incieased economi"
rtiool
Monopoly, in Marx' view, would ultimately tend to "or""rt
throttle these
adjustments
long-rurr economic growth, and. economically pre_
.and
pare for socialism, as labor organizatlon would prepare for ii
poritically.
N{arx never fully developed his theory of crises, and Marxists
,haven't
de'eloped it_r,vell under changing conditions since then.
However, note should be taken or a simlot of young soi"t
u"rnomists who have made interesting contributions in this
area.
The Keynesians modernized eeonomic science by describing and in
some-cases forecasting the increased role of the siate. But tfr'ev
took
the class content out of Marx' economics, and the crass struggile out
of their description of economic policy.
Keynesians for most purposes describe savings as if they were an
undifferentiated mass applicable- to all societlr. These savings, in
Marxian terms, are that portion of sulprus value which the capiialists
set aside for accumulation (that is-ieinvestment). Keynesiin consumption funds, in Marxian terms, are a mixture of workers' wager
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and that portion of proffts used by the capitalists for consumptionto a considerable extent of luxuries.
The Marxists, and non-Marxist labor people, advocate a certain
class approach to policy-that is, raising consumption of the working
class by reducing the rate of exploitation of labor and raising real
and relative wages. They also recommend increased social consumption funds and increased government investments in the public sector, out of money taken from the capitalists, for purposes useful to

the workers.
The Keynesian purists who abstract savings and consumption from
its class components tend to remove all social color from the components of government policy. Several years ago I participated in a
forum-debate with a Chicago professor who claimed that a government policy of economic stimulation could be just as effective if it
consisted merely of dropping the necessary number of dollar bills
at random from airplanes, as with any other method.
The Marxists, for example, consider it desirable to ffnance government spending by increasing taxes on the rich, and lowering them
on the poor, rather than by deffcit spending; because the former
method improves the relative economic position of labor, while the
latter improves that of capital. Of course, 'the Marxists go much
further in calling for an ultimate fundamental solution in socialism.
But that is not involved in our immediate discussion.
In actual fact, in the U.S., Keynesian measures have been applied
usually in speciftc ways to confer maximum benefit on the capitalist
class. They attempt to regulate the cyele and promote growth in
ways which strengthen the position and proffts of the_ capitalists
in general, and of special groups of capitalists in particular.
The attack on the New Deal during Roosevelt's time was ostensibly on the issue of government interference with business-and on
reform at the expense of recovery. But the real target was the class
content of measures unfavorable to capitalists as a class. Business
has never been opposed to government interference, and has always
used it massively in its own behalf. This is still the case. What has
changed is that while formerly business was,only interested in specific profit-raising measures, regardless of other_ i*Pact_t, it is now
intereited in combining these with measures designed to have a
more general economic efiect: to ofiset cyclical tendencies and to
stimulate economic growth. Business is willing to moderate or subordinate certain speciffc interests to these b oader ends when necessary, including 'the making of minimal ,social concessions for internal
political stability. This implies that such concessions-oven now-will
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not be made simply because of economic calculations, but only when
there are sufficient public pressures for them.
Appraisal

Will the policies of government economic regulation and stimulation, as presently applied, succeed in stopping signiffcant recessions
and in accomplishing a major, lasting rise in the economic growth
rate? Serious contradictions arising out of the existing social system,
and out of its interactions with policy, tend to make for a negative
answer.

First, there is the contradiction between the aim of proffts and
that of full employment. That is, really full employment would tend
to increase labor's bargaining power so much as to reduce the rate
of profit. Aware of this dilemma, the Economic Report speaks of the
"preferred rate" of capacity-that is the rate with the highest profit
return; and of 4 per cent unemployment as leaving an adequate
reserve of labor to "exert a restraining influence on wage settlements" (p. 90)-that is, to maintain a bargaining advantage for employers. The guideline policy aims in essence to assure a gradually
declining share for labor in the national income. The fragmentary
and reluctant pace of concessions to Negroes shows a desire to protect and expand the extra prolits derived from special exploitation
of Negroes and other minorities in the United States.
Second, there is the set of linancial contradictions associated with
the debt structure and potential for rising prices. The overall debtto-income ratio has risen to approximately the 1g2g ratio, with a
particularly rapid increase in the past eight years. The consumer
debt-to*pending ratio has increased most dramatically, reaching a
record height. And logically so, for in essence this is an attempt to
postpone ,!u impact of the contradiction between expanding
capacity and more slowly expanding mass consuming powei which

I mentioned.

Monopoly strength holds up prices and permits their rapid rise in
aertain ffelds, and especially under certain conditions which are
facilitated by rapid credit expansion. West European and
]apanese
experience shows that policies similar to those of the U.S. government-tltimately result in a rapid rise in prices, and not necissarily
at full employnent (Italy is a case in point). There is little doubt
that price increases will also accelerate here if the u.s. is successful
in stimulating growth, and avoiding a downfurn on the basis of
present methods,.long enough. The tightrope analogy used, perhaps
prematurely, by Arthur Bums when he was president of the borrrr"il
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of Economic Advisers, is more likely to be apropos in the future.*
Thirrl, there is the foreign payments balance situation. Because of
the internationalization of economic life, it is much more important
in its impact than it was a generation ago. Payments deftcits have
interrupted the application of growth and anti-cyclical policy in
Italy, France, and now in the United Kingdom-to the extent of
causing a rather severe recession in Italy, and threatening one now
in the U.K., accompanied by austerity programs and attacks on living standards. The mechanics of this are clear enough. Any country
that gets ahead of the average growth rate-all other things being
equal-has a bigger increase in imports than in exports. Owing to
speedup here and slowdown abroad, the U.S. is coming into such
a situation right now. The U.S. has the ad&tional special chronic
problem of the foreign currency cost of military bases and interventions.

The administration is aiming to solve this problem by creating a
parasite state, in which the income from foreign investments, not
matched by export of fresh capital, is used to pay for the military
domination of overseas areas. The real content of the overseas aspect
of U.S. economic policy is illustrated by the Congo, Vietnam, and
last year's coup in Brazil. It aims to maintain foreign investment
domination of vast areas, by means of the brutal rule of local puppets supported from U.S. military bases, and by direct U.S. military
intervention when necessary.
This takes all the glitter out of the positive aspects of the domestic
policy. It embitters the reaction of conscientious sections of the public to ]ohnson's Great Society promises. It has its own logic, which
heads for either war or serious defeats abroad which in turn will
have far-reaching and adverse economic repercussions.
Right now, this foreign balance of payments problem is forcing
the United States in the direction of a tight money policy. International pressures are mounting on the U.S. to follow the British and
t}re Italians with deflationary ffscal policies.
In the light of these contradictions, I do not anticipate lasting
success for the new policies in achieving their goals. Neither do I
anticipate a breakout of a crisis of overproduction on the scale or
in ,the pattern of 1929-33, or certain other of the sharper crises.
A word about the impact of the new policies on competition between the two social systerns. The slowdown in the European so*The tightrope analogy means that the economy is very tenuously poised
botween the danger of inflation on the one side and depression on the other.
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cialist countries, and the speedup in the U.S. and Western Europe,
gave illusions that the ,terms of this competition would change decisively in favor of capitalism. But now in 1965 there is a clear slowdown in Western Europe. The socialist countries have overcome their
worst difficulties and their growth is accelerating. Even at the worst,
in 1963-64, they gained on balance on the capitalist countries, the
CIA to the contrary nothwithstanding. In my opinion the gains of
socialism over capitalism will be more pronounced over the next
several years, although not so dramatic as during the last half of

the 1950s.
The United States, under present policies, is moving into a period
of slower growth, probably initiated by a recession.
Recommendations

For the p_resent I-favor a vigorous proJabor application of Keynesian methods, based on taxes rather than debt, and based on'real
application of full employment policy-that is, on the responsibility
tr9 govemment to provide jobs for all that private industry
9f
doesn't, as in the Murray Full Employment Bill of 1g48. It should
be based on a massive erpansion in the public sector and a cutback
in the military sector. It should include radical measures to eliminate
povefty through higher minimum wages and incomes, and to reduce
the exploitation of labor through a reduction in the workweek without reduction in pay. It should include positive, special measures
to integrate Negroes fully in all aspects of the country's life, on a
completely equal plane.
It should have as a prime component the abandonment of the U.S.
government commitment to the foreign interests of u.s. colporations,
the abandonment of u.S. bases overseas and of interference- in other
countries' politics. This should be combined with a consistent policy
of pea_ceful coexistence vnth all socialist countries, and with muiually
agreed-upon reductions in armaments and destruction of nuclear
weapons and delivery systems.
obviously, this requires a major political reorientation of liberal
and progressive forces in this country. Most necessary is a changed
orientation of labor. The pro-peace, pro-civil rights vocal majority" of
the academic world can play a- major part in this developmeni by
acquiring and disseminating a clearer view of the economic and social content of the issues they ffnd so vital.

ENIC BENT

The Government and Agriculture
The federal budget, made public in January, signalled a new departure in the attitude of the federal government toward the familyfarming alone cannot
farm enterprise. The budget declared: ".
future for more than
living
in
the
be expeated to provide a decent
about one million families, even with Government assistance."
The doctrine is not new; what is new is that the elimination of
2.5 million, of the 3.5 million, farm enterprises in the U.S. was Proclaimed state policy. President Johnson, in his farm message, of
February 4, L965, cited the "commercial," "efficient," "suceessful"
to earn
farmers as those who should be given the "opportunity .
parity of income from farming operations." He excluded from this
goal the 2.5 million farmers who, according to the budget, should
be banished from agriculture.
The erafication of a large part of the nation's farm enterprises had
been demanded some years ago by the United States Chamber of
Commerce, and an opera,tional proposal to this end was advanced
by the Committee for Economic Development in the summer of
1962. The CED declared that ". . . agriculture's chief need is a reduction of the number of people in agriculture. . ,A,lthough the
exodus from agriculture in the past decade or longer has been large
by almost any standards, it has not been large enough."
The CED said further that action was required to "induce a large,
rapid movement of resources, notably labor, out of agriculture." It
insisted that this course must be pursued 'in a large scale, vigorous,
thoroughgoing way." To ,this end, and in this spirit, the CED proposed the elimination, within ffve years, of two million of the then
estimated farm labor force of 5.5 million. (A large part of the annual
youth crop of potential farm workers would also have to be disposed
tf o,rtrid" agriculture, the CED maintained. )
The signiffcance of the CED proposal lay, not in its ruthlessness,
or even in its forthrightness, but in that the program represented the
outlook of the largest aggregations of monopoly capital in the nation.
With its inclusion in the budget of the ]ohnson administration, that
program has been declared state policy.
The enormous number of "independent" enterprises in U.S. agricul28
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ture-more than six million farms between 1910 and 1942-was widely
held, some years ago, to evince the beneffcence of American capitalism for the small producer. For believers, then, the destruction
of 2.5 million farms during the pas,t generation should be attrjbuted
to the malignity of capitalism in respect to the small producer. The
Budget Bureau's perspective of the elimination of an additional 2.5
million farms should be attributed, similarly, to the fact that capitalism is poison for the petty enterpriser.
More than a century ago the Communist Manifesto declared, in
this vein, that the "development of industry" is "destroying" the
"hard-won, self-acquired, self-earned property" of the "small peasant."
The state has intervened in U.S. agriculture for more than a century and a half. During that time intervention has changed vastly
in goal, in method, and in impact, as our agriculture has changed,
and as the role of the state has changed.
The intervention of the state has occured in six main channels: the
dishibution of the landed domain, support of farm prices, extension
of cre&t, "anti-trust" action, curtailment of production, and withdrawal of surpluses. (Other areas of intervention have been: research
and experiment, vocational training, rural electriftcation, rural resettlement.

1,

)

The major state intervention during the nineteenth century was
the distribution of the public domain to the farmers and to the railroad entelprisers. The terms under which the pioneers could obtain
access to the land were fought over bitterly; that is, whether the land
should be free or purchased, the price, the size of the units that could
be appropriated, and the terms of payment. These struggles were
climaxed by the passage of the Homestead Act in May 1862. Under
the Act, 270 million acres were opened to settlers (L5 million entries) as free land.
In the South, the state also sustained the system of agricultural
slave labor up to the Civil War, and of semi-slave cropper status

after Appomatox.
2,. The period in which the great aggrega,tions of capital coalesced
and swelled was anticipated in the looting of the nation's landed
domain for the benefit of the railroad speculators. In addition, railroad construction r,vas subsidized through the extension of federal
credit to ithe contractors. By the turn of the century, in consequence
of their appropriation of public domain, and their despoliation -or tn"
working population through the connivance of the state, the railroacls
constituted the largest aggregation of industrial.cepital.
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The farmers and others sought to curb the extortions of the rail'
road magnates through Granger legislation in the states, and througb
the federal Interstate Commerce Act (1887). Rate legislation became,
however, the means of legalizing the extortions of the railroads,

while curbing their most flagrant excesses, which were Perpetrated
against not only the population at large, but against other capitalists. The farmers constituted a large sector of that popular chorus
that cried out against the power represented by the enormous aggregation and augmentation of capital at the turn of the century.
The anti-trust legislation which impinged directly on the agricultural arena was that which created the Federal Trade Commission
(1914). The FTC operated as an inquiry agency and sought relief
from monopoly repression through the Department of Justice. The
]ustice Department, however, with the assis,tance of corporation attorneys, devised the "consent decree" strategem under which the
penitent corporate culprit swore to sin no more, and the Justice
Department desisted from prosecution.
3. During the 1920s a large number of bills were offered in Congress from farm areas in an attempt to provide relief from d,epressive
conditions. The major planks in these farmer-supported bills were:
a) Government price ffxing for maior farm commodities. b) The
price of farm products to be sustained by government purchase of
the surplus. c) The "surplus" above domestic consumption to be
dumped abroad at the world market price.
4. Formally, the intervention of the federal government in ffxing
farm prices had its origin in World War I in legislation which
authorized the President to guarantee a "fair" price for wheat until
June, 1920. The purpose of the price guarantee was to stimulate
production during the war and, to that end, to assure the farmers
that prices would not crash after the war.
Faim prices broke, however, in September 1920 and continued
their downward course into 1921. This debacle aroused insistent calls
by farmers for government ffxing of farm prices. The demands for
price fixing have persisted, as the dominant importunity, for moro
than a generation, to the present day.
5. What might be called the McNary-Haugen decade in far:rn
legislative advocacy was cut ofi by the enaotment under President
Hoover of the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929' The Act created
the Federal Farm Board and provided a fund of $500 million which,
through loans to coopera,tives or government stabilization corporations, was to stabilize the market. At the instigation of the Farm
Board, marketing corporations were established late in 1929, and in
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the first month of 1930, for wheat, wool, cotton, livestock, and a
variety of lesser products.
EOVMIIMENT A,![D

Thus, ,si,th the establishment of the Farm Board., and contrary to
the intention of the ini.tiators, th.e federal goDernn'Lent took the"first
steps in market intaroentiott that lws persisted,, uith interruptiorw
for
usar, for oaer a generation,
Federal removal of surplus produots from the market through purchase was institutionalized with the establishment of the coninoiity
credit corporation under the New Deal in the fal of lgBB. The ccc
extended ]oans to producers who had signed AAA contracts to restrict production. The ccc loan level established a price floor for
the "free" market.
In World War II,
against a slump in post-war prices
-assurances
were enacted in the steagall
and similar legistation *ti"t pr&ided
price gu-arantees through 1948. These forward-price guarant6es were
to be effected through ccc loans. since 1g46 pricJ supports have
been maintained at various levels for a substantiil propoitio' of the
total value production of farm products.
6. \4/ith the New DeaI, restriction of production became integral
to federal-farm policy. such restriction fras been effected throigh
rental of the land to the federal government; shifting from ..soil dlepleting" cash crops to grasses, leg.r*"s and other" "soil conserving" crops; 'acreage reserve" and ,,conservative reserve,,, and through
allotments. For participating in these restrictive practices the farmers
have been compensated by the federal government.
7. curtailment of production has been bulwarked, be$nning with
the New Deal, by legislative and administrative restraint on the
amount of product that can be marketed. The secretary of Agriculture has been empowered to ffx the amount of certain prod,rcii that
can be marketed, and each producer has been authoriied to sell a
t?,""t" quota. Heavy taxes were to be imposed by the Secretary on
all sales in excess of the authorized amount.
Approval of two-thirds of the producers of a commodity who voted,
was required. ( If two-thirds did not approve, price-support loans on
the commodity could not tre paid unti-trre beiginning^ot tt" second
marketing year after the vote. ) Marketing agreements were insti_
tuted for tobacco, dairy products, sugar beets,-sugar cane, rice, and
26 lesser crops, at various
'times.
B. Federal participation in the system of farm credit was initiated
in 1916 with-the passage of the Federar rarm Loan Act providing
for the establishment of a system of t2 district federal taria ua"t"]
and a system of priva'tely owned joint stock land banls. These were
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intermediate
credit,
to provide long- and short-term credit, but
for agriculture. Both systems were placed under the supewision of
the Federal Farm Loan tsoard.
The federal government entered the field of intermediate production credit with the enactment of the Intermediate Credit Act
of 1923. The Act established a system of 12 intermediate credit

banks, under the supervision of the Federal Farm Board. The banks
were capitalized directly by the federal government, were authorized
to sell debentures to capitalist investors, to provide funds to be
loaned to cooperative marketing associations, finance corporations,
livestock loan companies, or banks, but not, directly to farmers.
A decade later, under the New Deal, a more comprehensive federal farm credit system was established, embracing land banks
(farm mortgage loans); intermediate credit banks (production and
marketing loans); banks for cooperatives; production credit associ-

ations; and the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation. The massive
extension of Federal credit to reffnance defaulted farm mortgages
was the most important action undertaken by the Roosevelt administration to placate the masses of angry farmers.
In the three years following May 1933, when the ffrst New Deal
farm legislation became effective, more than $2,8 billion was loaned
by federal institutions on more than 760,000 farms. At the beginning
of 1938 about 40 per cent of the total farm mortgage debt was held
by the federal agricultural lending institutions. However, from 1931
to 1935 more than 1.25 million farmers lost their holdings through
forced sales or related defaults, Despite the intervention of the
federal government the number of eliminations was larger in 1984
and 1935 than prior to the New Deal, in f931 and 1932.
The intervention of the state in agriculture undelthe New Deal
embraced these main features:
The federal goyernment became the dominant mortgage holder
for a time and, in so doing, rescued many motgage holders, and

brought relief to many farmers ( though a million and a quarter
were sacrificed).
The federal government became 'the instrumentality for reestablishing and extending, both in mortgage loans and production credit,
the farm debt structure which had been threatened with
disintegration.

The federal government initiated the massive res,triction of agri
cultural production, through acreage curtailment or marketing impediment. These were accompanied by large-scale federal purchases

AGRICUTTURE
(via CCC "loans," and otherwise); and the distribution of
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payments of one kind or another to the farmers.

gI

benefft

The New Deal did not abolish or seriously amend the contra-

dictions in u.s. agriculture. The technological tiansformation of farm

production, and the elimination of masses of farmers, accelerated.
Apart from slight dispensations to some of the most poverty stricken,
the beneffts of tlie New Deal were distributed largel| in accord witli
the marketing^position of the producers. Benefits iaried directly with
the volume of market production; those whose contribution io the
market were small received pitiful beneftts.
The contradiction between agriculture and industry became more
lggravated, as the masses of capital congealed in monopoly industry
became larger. The New Deal came t6 a close as tire flames of
world war II relieved- agriculture of the pressures inherent in capitalist society. Accumulations of wheat, cotton and corn under the
New Deal had become far greater than those amassed under the
Farm Board a decade earlier.

***
The main characteristics
agriculture have been:

of the intervention of the state in u.s.

1. The state, which expropriated the Indians of their lands, transformed the public domain into private property and distributed it
to a multitude of farmers, to speculators, to ituu" owners, and to the
fabricators of railroad securities. This made possibler self-employed
enterprise as the foundation of U.S. agricultuie, massive ,ggr*dir"_
ment by the railroad magnates and tfie bankers; and, in irie sou,th,
slave-plantation and sharecropper-plantation production.
2. The two dominant pressures in the development of u.s. agriculture during recent decades have been (a) heightened monofrh
zation in the surrounding economy and (b)- the accelerited
transformation of the metho_ds
production, the expansion in the
-of
amount of capital employed, the
resulting growth of productivity,
and the widening of the gap between thJniost producive and the
least productive farms.
In the three-fourths of_ a century, from the passage of the Interstate commerce Act to the present, the tide of mooopolization has
rolled on. Thg g-ap
monopoly industry and bJnking, on the
one hand, and the -b"I-*"9"
bulk of our agricultural enterprises, on ihe other
hand, has widened at a_ rapid pace. The
producing the
"orporriio*
farmers'. *guT of_production (implements,
construction mate"rials,
chemicals, fuel and oil); and those which constitute the market for
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farm products (processors, chain stores, etc.), have become vastly
Iarger.

In industry, transportation and banking, monopoly capital is
dominant; in agriculture the majority of enterprises are small scale,
even the biggest enterprises are not of the same magnitude as the
biggest non-farm enterprises, nor is the degree of concentration as
great as in non-agricultural production. (The biggest single enterprise impinging on agriculture is, however, the Commodity Credit
Corporation, a state institution. )
These developments have exacerbated the "normal" contradictions,
under commodity production, between town and countty. The result
has been widespread support among farmers for state intervention
in sustaining prices, including government purchases, curtailment
of production, and dumping, and in relieving the burden of existing
debt or in providing additional cre&t sources.
The intervention of the state in U.S. agriculture in recent decades
has resulted primarily from demands arising among farmers as the
result of the unrelenting pressures to which they have been subjected.
The conseqences of state intervention, however, are not determined
by the needs of the widely disparate sections of the farmers but,
primarily, by their widely disparate participation in total production.
These consequences are, as expected, widely disparate in theil per
farm impact. This is the case, notoriously, in respect to federal
support of market prices, but is also largely true in respect to federal
credit innovation.
3. Federal intervention in respect to agricultural wage labor has
ranged from worthrx,hile, but limited, intervention in behalf of
migratory farm wage workers and their families, beginning in the
days of the New Deal, to intervention in securing foreign and domestic wage labor in behalf of farm capitalists especially during and
since World War II. The intervention of the federal govermnent
was totally inadequate to redress 'the special repression visited on
the sharecroppers by the plantation landlords during the New Deal,
and little has been done subsequently. Nature, and the plantation
Iandlords, have been permitted to take their course, and the rate
of extermination among croppers during the past generation has surpassed that among any other section of the farming population.
The United States Commission on Civil Rights has recently conffrmed the existence of pervasive discrimination against Negro tillers
of the soil by the Department of Agriculture in the administration
of government aid programs.
4. Since the establishment of the federal land banks, through the

1
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enactment of the Farm Loan Act of 1916, the federal government has
served as a purveyor of money capital ,to agriculture tfuough farm
motgages and, later, through production loans. Its role has swelled
and waned; it has moved into the credit arena in times of distress
for mortgage holders and times of violence by farmers; and has withdrawn when economic conditions have induced increases ln direct
investment by life insurance companies, banks and other private capitalist enterprises. Its role has been two-fold, to establish federal
guarantees for capitalist investments in agricultural loans, and to
pJevent untoward events by responding 'to the needs for capital of
those farmers who are not d:omeg.

r

The basic attitude of monopoly capital on the role of the state in
U.S. agriculture today is "no support" and "no control." In public
discussion, of course, this attitude is usually expressed in more
equivocal and more polite terms. The First National City Bank of
New York, for example, advanced these planks ( Monthly Economic
Letter, May 1962, p.57): 1) "Reduction in price supports." 2) "Relaxation in controls." Implied are "reduction" in supports, and "relaxation" in controls to the point of abandonment of both. Thus, the
bank proposed that U.S. farm prices "adjust ,to the world structure."
A subsidiary plank in monopoly capital's basic program is that the
Public Law 480 "Food for Peace" program, under which U.S. farm
products are dumped abroad for inconvertible foreign currencies,
should be abolished or, at least, sharply curtailed.
Two distinct factors have been operative in the federal food export
program: 1) The program was initiated to relieve the heavy pressure
of mounting agricultural surpluses and agrarian discontent. 2 ) Food
exports have been used by successive federal administrations as
weapons in the cold war and of neo-colonialist manipulation.
The abandonment of the government-subsidized export program
is sought by monopoly capital on the grounds: 1) the program is a
drain on the federal treasury (for enterprises that are generally, not
a part of monopoly capital; 2) farm exports should be effected completely through private eapitalist channels, and 8) the dumping program postpones "redirection of domestic farm policies toward production for free commercial markets" (First National City Bank,
Monthly Letter, October 1964, p. 119). The overall intent is to eliminate agricultural aid from the federal budget.
The absence of price support and acreage diversion programs durtng the three years, 1961-1963, would have slashed net farm income
by more than one half, it has been estimated by Walter W. Wilcox,
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from an average of $12.6 billion per year, for the three years, to
about $6 billion.*
If marketing orders, Public Law 4E0 exports, and agricultural conservation payments had also been discontinued, farrnJrs' net income
would have been substantially less than $6 billion, Wilcox says (p.
3). Of great significance are Wilcox'estimates of the impact of such
abandonment on the different size-sectors of farms. He colttends that
in the absence of price support programs:
1. Many of the 100,000 farms with sales of more than $40,000 per
f.arm, the largest farms, "would have experienced substantial losses.
Because of the high ratio of cash expenses to income on these farms,
for the group as a whole expenses would exceed income."
2. "A large number" of the 1.5 million farms with sales of $8,000
to $39,999, which had net incomes averaging about $5,700 in the
three years, 1961-1963, "rvould have experienced losses, and the
average net income for the group would have been reduced 40 to
50 per cent."
3. There would have been losses of "several billion dollars a
year," in farm real estate values, for the years lg01-lg68, instead of
the increases averaging $5 billion a year which occurred, in adclition
to the annual losses of farm income of some $6 billion.
As the existence of price supports has helped to sustain an inflated
debt structure, so the abolition of tlese supports would sap
'the foundations of the structure.
Most startling is Wilcox' conclusion that the net profft of the
100,000 lnrgest farms as a group is due wholly to the existence of
price support programs; that, without such supports, the 100,000
lnrgest farnts, as a whole, would show a net loss. In the absence of
c_onvincing counter evidence, Wilcox' verdict argues a profoundly
deep gap between the profftability of farm and nonfarm productiori,
between farm and nonfarm prices.

***
from monopoly capital's program is evident, not
only in the federal budget, mentioned earlier, but in the 1g65 farm
message oJ President Johnson. In his message on February 4, Lg6S,
the Presiden,t insinuated cautiously that the activity of ihe commodity Credit Colporation be terminated, "We *rrri en"orrrage the
Reverberation

* Walterlililcox, Farm Program Benefi,ts anil
Costs ,in Recent years. pre_
qgled_br the Legislative Reference services of the Library of congress,
U.S. Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry, Waitington,iOOl,

p,2.
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private segment of our economy to carry its own inventories, bought
from farmers, rather than depending on the Government as a source
of supply," he said. "We must urge the private sector to perform as
many iervices as possible now performed by Government agencies."
This is a transparent proposal to abolish CCC supports of farm
prices and end the 35-years of federal intervention in the market.
I'he President proposed, however, that the Program now in efiect
for the major commodities be continued for the next two years. This
caused Eric Sevareid to say: ". . . the President is tackling slowly
and obliquely" the issue of "croP supPort subsidies" (Washingtort
Eoening Star, February 16, 1965. )
Further encouragement of the massive elimination of the smaller
farms was given in the President's proposal that acreage allotments
and bases be made transferable by lease or sale within the same
state. Now they are transferable only within the same county.
Transferability throughout a state would grea'tly facilitate the enlargement of the biggest farms and the extinction of thb smallest'
The federal government nl, ,"riora"l ao ,t demands of farmers
"
when the pressure has been great. But even here, it has responded
belatedly and inadequately. Further, the alleviation provided to
agriculture has discriminated in favor of the largest farms, and
aEainst most of the farmers, against the small and middle farmers.
Monopoly capital has no liking, at this stage, for aid to agriculture.
The pressure for abandonment of government support programs has
mounted, and the perspective has become clear: to clean two and
one half million farmers out of agriculture. For these farmers both
of the various alternatives are cruel: either federal beneffts that go
primarily to the larges,t farms, or no supports. Those are the alternatives under which three million farms have been extinguished during the past generation.
A fundamentally different alternative is demanded. Such an alternative is a federal program that assures a minimum adequate income
to every filrm family, regardless of the volume of production or the
amount of capital employed. Such a program requires a struggle
against the monopolies, against the corporate farm enterprises, and
in unity rvith the working class.

IAMES S.

A[[EN

WELFABE STATE AND SOCIAI.ISM

must allect some signiffcant aspect of the form and operation of cap-

The \Melfare State and Socialisrn
We need not devote too much time to the view that the Welfare
State is a new stage of society, a kind of mixed capitalist-socialist
society in which the evils of the past are eliminated, or at least
minimized, and an approximation of socialism is being achieved. We
have had modern welfare statism since the New Deal. But in the
past decade inequality, as indicated by the portion of wealth held by
the top one per cent, has grown faster than in the previous three
decades, even twice as fast. Moreover, it has been found expedient
at the highest level of government to declare a "War on Poverty."
We have also seen how welfare can serve different masters and
different ends. Together with the so-called "War on Poverty" there is
the real war on Vietnam. And at the non-governmental level, the
beneffts rvon by strikes and hard bargaining have left untouched the
critical problem of permanent unemployment, especially among the

Negro people and the youth, and have contributed

to

political

lethargy in the labor movement. Fantasies arising from wishful thinking about the welfare state have led some to proclaim the "end of
ideology," hoping to convince young people in particular that no
basic changes are required, that ideas based on classes and class
struggle are old-fashioned, and that their hopes and goals can be
attained within the present framework of society.
This does not mean that everything remains as before. Present-day
capitalism is different in signiftcant rvays than the earlier capitalism
arnlyzed by Karl Marx, although he did foresee some of these
changes. While it is dogmatic to maintain that there have been no
changes in capitalism since Marx, at the other extreme it is mistaken

to hold that changes have been so profound as to create a new
stage of society. Important changes have modified the working of
capitalism, without altering it at the base. These changes need to be
stu&ed and discussed more than we have done.
Structural Changes

It might be well to summarize what we mean by changes, since
what is considered a change is subject to a r.vide range of interpretation. The kind of change we are discussing is structural-that is, it
36

italism. A structural change is not necessarily in the realm of sociil
reform, which signiffes a progressive advance, though a struotural
change may include or imply a basic reform if social movements are
ltrong enough to turn it to their advantage. On the other hand, a
basic or radical reform may bring about structural changes of great
importance, sometimes with revolutionary impact, or pui in another
way, structural changes usually originate in what might be called the
self-working of the syst-em, in response to many complex processes.
Basic reform is imposed upon the system by people L mass, social
action. I don't want to appear schematic about this, since the trvo
are interrelated and more often than not are reactions to the same
underlying forces. Nevertheless, the distinction is meaningful, and
will become clearer as we discuss speciffc changes.
without doubt, the mo_st significant structural changes arising from
external forces have resulted from the emergence anJ growth"of the
socialist world and the dismantling of colonial empirel These revolutionary global changes have not altered the natrire of highly dev_eloped_-capitalism and imperialism, but they certainly have" limited
drastically their operations on a world scale, thereby afiecting the
inner
of tre economy. A new competitive iactor has- also
-workings
been brought into play, as_ political as it is economic, largely at the
level of government. To illustrate the point, one need mJntion only
the central role of military spending in the American economy.
Here I wish to center attention upon internal changes of a structural nature. The underlying change, by now well estabrished, is the
extraordinary concentration of production and ownership in private
hands, leading to domination of the economy by mon6poly.^ However, I am not satisfied tha,t this is the best rvay of putting it. "Dominant" might mean that under and alongside*oropily, theorderform
of free competitive capitalism continues on its course, according to
its own laws. when Lenin wrote his analysis of imperialism this was
still true in a country of highly developed capitaLsm, although he
foresaw the transformation to a more completi monopoly ,"J"o*1,
in his brilliant-diagno-sis of muropoly capitalism as the irigLest or last
fgrT qf- capitalism, after which there could be only sociiism. But in
the half century since world
{ar I, monopoly has taken over all key
sectors in the united states, thereby also modifying the operations
of old-type competitive capitalism in the interstices ir th" 6"oro-r,.
The latter now exists only as a remnant, no longer an independeit
base for the creation of monopoly.
The change is dramatically expressed in the precipitous decline of
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the family-size falm-one of the old reliable seedbeds of 'free" capitalism; and in the transformation of the United States during the
past 50 years into a nation of wage-earners-now comprising 85 per
cent of all gainfully employed. The polarization of classes envisioned
by Marx has taken place with a vengeance, despite all who claimed
that the United States was exempt from the Marxist analysis-but it
has taken place in a manner and in forms not foreseen in Marx's
general law of capitalist accumulation.
We live in a system of full-fledged monopoly capitalism, operating
under its own peculiar type of competition, within an administered
high-price structure, a form of private taxation. Big capital is largely
self-governing, making economic decisions which afiect the entlre
nation-labor and consumer-even determining the fate of entire
regions. Among other things, these changes have contributed to modification of the economic cycle in the postwar period, which is the
subject of another report.
The Monopoly State

The monopoly economy has produced state monopoly capitalism,
which, for short, I refer to as the monopoly state. Lenin already
noted the elements of this critical structural change. Various state
interventions in the economy are in themselves not new, but World
War II &d mark a leap forward in the close interweaving of the corporate and state networks, and in enormous state expenditures, which
continued to rise after the war and which provide the state with the
opportunity to influence the operations of the economy in many important ways.
Heavy military ou,tlays by the monopoly state reflect another important structural change-the marked shift in investment to nonproductive and often wasteful pu{poses, including the service industries as well as the military. Of lesser importance, the increasing
dependence of the corporations upon their internal resources for new
investment, taking over the functions previously performed largely
by the banks and the stock market has produced a new form of the
merger of industrial and banking capital, not characteristic of the
earlier monopoly phase analyzed by Lenin. It might also be mentioned ,that inflation, which was usually associated with the upswing
of the economic cycle, has become a permanent feafure of contemporary capitalism.
These changes have a direct bearing upon the scientiffc and technological revolution, and also upon the kind of measures that need
to be considered to protect the people from the negative effects of
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automation and the like. The upsurge of innovations in technique is
one of those elemental forces with an unlimited potential for generating structural changes over a broad range. Whether they will have a
destructive impact or be turned to beneffcial purposes is the central
question posed by 20th century capitalism.
As noted previously, mass movements for basic social reform can
produce positive structural changes. The best current example is the
Negro freedom struggle. Super-exploitation and oppression of the Negro people have been characteristic of the entire history of American
capitalism. The Civil War resulted in the ftrst major structural change
-the slave plantation system was replaced by the sharecroppingplantation system, r,vhich for years to come kept the Negro out of the
mainstream of American life. But by a process of capitalist attrition,
helped by new demands for labor arising from world war, Southern

agrarian feudalism was gradually undermined. By ancl large, the
Negro has become a super-exploited wage-worker, whose underprivileged status is sustained by segregation and other social practices. The present civil rights struggle is moving toward the second
major structural change-elimination of the wage-differential and
other differentials which operate against the Negro. The impact of
such a change upon the economy and ,the political system-not only
in the South-can be far-reaching indeed. Its potential for democratic
advance would be even greater should the civil rights movement
finally bring labor fully into action as an ally of the Negro people.
The Anti-Monopoly Struggle and, Socialism
As we have seen, the monopoly state has developed great powers
-to redistribute surplus through taxes and other means, to invest, to
regulate, to control, and so on. It has even assumed responsibility for
full employment (rather vaguely, it is true) in the Employment Act
of 1946. Thus, a new question has arisen which is the subject of much
controversy: Can labor and democratic forces, including all antimonopoly elements, use these gigantic state powers to achieve their
aimsP

The traditional answer has been that this is impossible unless
power is transferred to the working class. In fact, in the relatively
underdeveloped countries where socialism has been won this proved
to be the case. It may well be the only way in the future for cottntries where capitalism is little developed and monopoly appears as
an exterior imperialist force. But now the question is raised in
another context, as it applies to highly developed capitalist countries, with long established democratic institutions.
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The Italian Communists in particular say flatly that direct transfer
of power to the working class, under the complex con&tions of the
modern monopoly state, is no longer applicable. They hold forth the
perspeetive of working-class and democratic forces, in coalition, taking_ over commanding sectors of government, as a consequence of
parliamentary and mass-struggle victories, ,thus opening thi way to
the elimination of monopoly from its position of powei in tho economy and the state, and going to socialism by peaceful transition.
Experience has still to supply the conffrmation of this theoretical position. Dev_elopments in Italy, where the situation begins to approximate this kind of a test, nray soon supply the answer.The failure of the British Labor Party to bring about any basic
changes is sometimes cited in refutation of the above position. Such
a comparison is superffcial, not only because of difierences over a
wide range of historical and contemporary factors between the two
countries, but primarily because of the fundamental difierence in the
perspectives of the two parties. British Labor governments have not
so much taken over the monopoly state as become absorbed by it,
and the state remained the central institution for perpetuating British
capitalism. Thus, when John Strachey, British Labor Party theoretician, points to the opposition of the big capitalists to extension of
state economic powers to show they no longer consider the state their
oyo, h9_ proves exactly nothing. Of course there are big capitalists
who will oppose tlis or that state measure as against their particular
interests, while there are others who ffnd even nationaliza,tion accepla,blg when used to bail out sick industries and guarantee the
stockholders profft into the bargain. However, there is a common
denominator-that Bri,tish capitalism remain British capitalism, Labor

governments and unavoidable concessions notwithstanding. I am not
suggesting that the Labor Party will forever remain the same. If it
moves in a revolutionary direction, a Labor government may open
the way ,to socialism in Britain.

Although we face a similar problem of deffning the socialist perspective in this country, the level of the problem is difierent. By this
I mean that the most important questions for ur at this time are those

pertaining to basic reform and structural change, with the aim of
drawing together all the elements of an anti-monopoly combination.
The ffght for peace, for Negro freedom, for the preservation and
extension of democracy indicate the broad progammatic aspects of
this effort. The problems raised by the technological revolution,
which impinge upon all aspects of contemporary life, demand central
consideration.

4I
SOCIII.ISM
I think it is still true to say that what can be won here at this
stage of the struggle is in the realm of concessions-that is, many
partial concessions from big capital will have to be gained before
far-reaching structural changes of a beneficial nature are possible.
WEI.FANE STATE .END

But the process by lvhich concessions are to be won has been changed
by the emergence of the monopoly state. In the past, concessions to
protect workers from the evil effects of new techniques have been
won largely in direct confrontation between the unions and the employers, with the help of some remedial legislation. Of course, this
still remains important; in fact, the unions have to broaden their demands. But now the concessions that can be won from the employers
through the monopoly state is a much more important component of
the struggle. The effects of the scientiftc and technological revolution
go much beyond the conffnes of this or that industry, to encompass
a wider range of social problems.
Indeed, the only way in which the negative effects of automation
and new technology can be met effectively is by direct interference
of labor and democratic forces in the operations of monopoly, in
both the state and the economy. This necessarily implies encroachments upon the property rights and privileges of monopoly. The kind
of interference we are talking about goes beyond the usual trade
union concern with working norms, wages, hours and fringe beneffts.
These, naturally, remain basic. But the nature and scope of the new
technology require labor and democratic controls over the investment
and production policies of monopoly, particularly as they affect the
installation of new techniques, Such controls need also to be exercised
over the administration of monopoly prices. The flow and location of
investment in new plant and equipment have become an urgent
public matter, affecting the lives of millions, entire industries and entire regions-the old Appalachias as well as the new ones constantly
being created.
A two-fold approach is called for-through broadening the area of
collective bargaining with the big colporations to include the entire
area of investment and production, and at the same time to press
upon government for a wide range of legislation. The rise of the
monopoly state signiffes the merger at a very high level of economics
and politics. It requires a similar merger among all forces seeking
to curb, control and, in the end, eliminate monopoly. The struggle
is for ever more basic concessions, leading to structural reform in the
economy and the state that will weaken the positions of monopoly,
economic and political. This is at the heart of the ffght for peace,
democracy and economic security.
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point where they are purely formal; as the Natts lork Times noled
editorially (April 29): "The United States has completely lost Indonesia."

Opposition in Japan has reached the point where it is manifested
circles; the two leading Tokyo daily newspapers both recently dared, in editorials, to question the wisdom of U.S. actions
in Southeast Asia. Anti-American feeling-not only among the masses
-in the Philippines has reached a high point. The South East Asia

in official

HffiBERT APTHEKER

Further on Vietnam

I

wish this month to consider several of the questions most often
in the course of lectures delivered in New England, New
York, Pennsylvania, the South, the mid-west and California; these
lectures were devoted to attacking U.S. policy in Vietnam and urging
action to force its reversal. The points hereafter developed are to
be considered as supplementing what I wrote on Vietnam in the
April issue of this magazine.
asked

The "Domino" Theory

How does one reply to the Administration's insistence that it is
to "save" Vietnam, else all of Asia will be "lost"? The
basic reply is that this question assumes a condition in Asia which
is opposite to reality. It is posited on the idea that the enormous
upheavals that have marked Asian history during the past fffty years
are the result of a "Red conspiracy" rather than being the result
necessary

of indigenous and

passionate opposition

to exploitive social orders

and racist colonial systems. lVere this not the assumption, the absurdity of presenting the notoriously racist United States government
as the "savior" of Asians-hundreds of millions of colored peoples
living thousands of miles away from the United States, with civilizations that were ancient centuries before there was a United States
-would be manifest at once.
But quite apart from this fundamental considera.tion, the incontrovertible fact is that since the United States commenced its bombard-

rnent of North Vietnam in February, 1965 it has been the victim
of a real domino effect. What has indeed happened since that fateful February decision? Cambodia has severed all relations with the
United States. Relations with Indonesia have deteriorated to the
42

Treaty Organization (SEATO ) is splintered beyond recognition;
in recent naval maneuvers held by that Organization, the two
major non-American partners, Pakistan and France, refused to participate. Both powers have publicly affirmed their opposition to U.S.
policy in Vietnam; as a result President Johnson abruptly informed
Pakistan's Chief of State that his projected visit to this country was
now not possible. Since the Indian government similarly confessed
itself perturbed by U.S. actions in Asia, President ]ohnson felt it
proper to tell Prime Minister Shastri also that he was not now welcome; but the heads of those two Asian nations have accepted warm
welcornes in the Soviet Union.
At 'the same time-and again largely because of the U.S, actions in
Vietnam, aggravated by that Government's intervention in the Caribbean-the cornerstone of American post-war diplomacy, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), lies in shambles. At its May
meeting, despite Rusk's pleadings, France for the ffrst time refused
to participate at all in an official capacity. For the ffrst time, also,
Norway, Denmark and Iceland publicly attacked U.S. policy in Asia
and in Latin America. Furthermore the official communique issued
from this meeting did not approve U.S. policy; if anything its somewhat ambiguously worded paragraphs criticized that policy. At the
same time, rebellion within the ranks of the Labor Party in Great
Britain, including among Members of Parliament, is reaching crisis
thus,

proportions.

We have summarized above publicly affirmed facts; there can be
no efiective denial of their truth. They constitute the record of what
,that record
Johnson's February whirlwind has reaped so far; is not
"domino"
do
not
all
the
dominoes
lie
effect
and
one of disastrous
the
requires
that
the
To
up
pieces
pick
scattered about the floor?
policy bringing them down be reversed.
The "Aryeasement" Argument
From President Johnson to President Meany, Americans are being
told that the lesson of World War II must be learned; they are told

II
that that
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lesson was that appeasing aggressors does not satisfy or
restrain them but rather strengthens and encourages them. Hence,
now in Vietnam (and in the Dominican Republicl) they must be
stopped and this must be done no matter what the cost or the force
required.
Again, a fundamental misconception is at the root of this argument. The native quality of the revolutionary movements in Asia is
decisive; those are genuine revolutionary movements and reactionary
efforts to suppress them bring about civil wars. In these wars, colonial Powers-like Japan, France, Britain, the Netherlands-regularly
have intervened; and so has and so is the United States. When the
Dutch sought to suppress the Indonesian struggle for independence,
the only foreigners fighting in Indonesia were-the Dutch. When the
French sought to suppress the Vietnam struggle for independence,
the only foreigners ffghting in Vietnam were-the French. Now that
the Americans are seeking to suppress the Vietnam struggle for indepedence, the only foreigners fighting in Vietnam are-the Americans. To equate such events with the"steady violent advances of the
fascist Powers-Italy, ]apan and Germany-during the 1g30's is to
equate George Washington with Count Metternich.*
Furthermore, the whole point of Munich-and it is to avoid
"another Munich" that American youths are urged to ffght ten thousand miles from home-was not appeasement. This word carries with
it the connotation that what was given to Hitler was yielded
grudgingly. Nothing can be further from the truth. Hitler was
created, ffnanced, and built up by German monopoly capital and
simultaneourly by the ruling circles of France, Great Britain and the
United States. They did not yield to Hitler-they laoished upon Hitler. They not only gave him what he wanted; they gave him-as
his correspondence and recorded conversations have since revealed
-actually more than he expected and sometimes more than he had
requested. They gave him naval equality; the legal right to rearm;
a remilitarized Rhineland; the Saar; Danzig; Memel; Austria. They
gave him (and Mussolini) victory in Spain. We now know that they
were seriously ofiering him the former Kaiser's colonies in Africa.
And in Munich-against the protests of the U.S.S.R. and the Left
throughout the world-they gave him all Czechoslovakia, with its
* For detailed exposition of the realities of ',Munich,, and their contrast
with present U.S. poliey in Vietnam, see the letter from Jiri Hajek, professor of international relations at Charles University in prague and
Permanent Representative of Czechoslovakia to the U.N. in the N. y. Timac,

May 22, t966.
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ffrst-rate industry, its superb munitions works, its magnificent fortiffcations, and its eastern ffnger pointing like a dagger at the Soviet
Union.

This was not appeasement; this was a policy of ernboldening and
encouraging. Hitler was mnde into a giant as a policy of international monopoly with the purpose of using that giant to spearhead
the military destruction of the Soviet Union, and ihus, once and for

all, to "ffnish" with socialism.
appeasers of yesterday are the aggressors of today.
_Th:
-so-called
lllie Municheers
of yesterday are the bombardieis of today. The
Hearst press that today leads the cry for war in the ,ra*e of resisting appeasement was the same press that opened its pages to the
writings of- Mussolini and Goering regularly throughoui the thirties.
It was to the N, Y. Daily Neurs that president Roosevelt ffguratively
gave Hitler's Iron cross and he did that in recognition of itr ,"ul
Munich spirit; it is the Daily Natos which again leads the rapacious
hounds of war.
Yeste_rday s a?pea-sers" are today's aggressors because yesterday
and today they hated and hate socialism; because yesterday and today they preterred and prefer reaction; because yeiterday and today
they did and- they do opt for fascism rather than live in peace witir
socialism and permit the masses in the world to work ouf for themselves a destiny of creative living, real abundance and full sovereignty.
C

hina' s " Aggr e ssio ene s s"

Especially, argue these new-found opponents of "appeasement,,,
is necessary to be alert to the "aggressiveness" of China; it is
that that lies at the kernel of the problem in southeast Asia and it
is that-reiterates the President of the United states-that causes our
unselfish intercession in that area.
The fact is that insofar as relations between the united states ancl
china are concerned, the chinese People's Republic has manifested
extraordinary reshaint. Americans must bear in mind certain facts:
1) China's civil war has not yet been concluded. Chiang retains
possession of several portions of the territory of china, notably
Taiwan, Matsu and Quemoy. He retains
'this possession because of
the weapons, money and diplomatic support of the united States,
whose forces simultaneously occupy Taiwan. The united states
officially
the position not only of refusing to recognize the
_takes
Chinese People's Republic; it also officially has -announ""J it, hortility to the continuance in power of that Republic. The U.S. navy

it
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patrols and intermittently blockades the Chinese coast; it regrrlally
interdicts trade at Chinese ports, especially Amoy and Foochow.
The U.S. admittedly keeps the Chinese mainland under constant
aerial reconnaissance. Taiwan is to China what Sicily is to Italy;
Quemoy and Matsu are to China what Staten Island and Nantucket
are to the United States. Furthermore, Vietnam and Korea-in which
the United States now has about twenty-five divisions-is to China
what Canada and Mexico are to the United States.
China did not intervene in the Korean fighting until the United
S,tates moved massively north of South Korea and MacArthur boldly
announced the Yalu to be his objcctive; even then it did not intervene until it had warned the United States-through the Indian Ambassador-that if the approach northward to its own border did not
halt it would have to so act. And once the U.S. forces were back on
the territory of South Korea, China withdrew.
So far as actions are concerned in the reiationship between China
and the United States, those are the facts. They add up to a record
of remarkable restraint. T'here is, however, nothing that justifes any
belief that Chinese restraint is endless; and presumably after the
MacArthur fiasr:o no one seriously believes that the "Oriental mind"
would never dare accept the challenge of Occidental force!
What aggressiveness there has been in Vietnam is American, not
Chinese. For the aggressor to justify its behavior on the grounds of
another's "aggressiveness" is a classical instance of thief crying
"thief."
The Employment of Torture

On May 13, according to the N. Y. Ti,mes of the following day,
Vice President Humphrey, in the course of defending Administration
policy on Vietnarn, was asked by a student to comment on the use
of torture by U.S.-backed forces there. The Times reported that Mr.
Humphrey became terribly angered, berated the young man, and
denied the existence of such a practice on the part of those forces.
Presumably this report by the Times of the Vice President's statements r,vas accurate; if so, the Vice President is not being truthful.
In the April issue of this magazine I presented the indubitable
evidence of the systematic and widespread use of torture by the
police and army authorities of South Vietnam. Those authorities in
fact have never denied or repudiated this practice and photographs
of its implementation have been shown on television and in newspapers throughout the country. Furthermore, as we stated in that
issue, an American physician in South Vietnam published a letter
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in the March 1965 issue of The Proglessioe-to which the Vice President subscribes-detailing ,the results of the torture upon patients
that he-the American physician-had treated.
One can forgive the Vice President his anger when charged with
defending and financing and fighting for a regime which systematically practices widespread torture; but one cannot forgive him his
lying about this and berating a young student for raising the
question. We will now cite two additional clear affirmations of
the practice of torture on a mass scale by the puppet Saigon regime
of the United States.
In The Nation, April 26, 1965, Russell J. Long, professor Govemment at Howard University, writes of "the torture administered
in the ffeld of counterinsurgency by the South Vietnamese (but,
according to reliable reports, in the presence of, if not with the
cooperation of, American soldiers and officers ) . . . It surely is a
sign of the growing sophistication of American public opinion (or
of _i'ts acceptance of brutality and violence) that no ine really
makes a great fuss over the drastic pictures of torture that are
being regularly displayed in the press."
And in the same issue of the N.Y. Times that reported Mr.
Humphrey's righteous indignation in Pittsburgh, there appeared a
two-inch item dated Tokyo, May 13. It read:

A

to tone down a
fflm series on South Vietnam after viewers complained of an episode broadcast Sunday that showed atrocities
committed by Government forces.
The ftlm, "The Battle of the Vietnamese Marines," included a
Japanese teleyision network promised today

documentary

Government attack on a Vietcong stronghold after the troops had
been delivered by United Statei helicopters, and other dngagements.

South Vietnamese soldiers were shown holding severed heads.
Other scenes showed the cutting off of a susp1ct's finger and
an aged farmer begging soldiers to spare his life.
Perhaps the Vice President will be able to explain this to some
"naive" academician; if so, I suggest he change his middle name
from Horatio to Medea.tr
+ When

this article was in galleys the author was able to examine the

just-published book The New Face of War,by Malcom W. Browne (BobbsMerrill, N. Y., $5). This volume carries a preface by Henry Cabot Lodge,
so that its "establishment" character is clear. Even here however, appear
photographs of prisoners of war being keelhauled to an awful death behind
the U.S. armored cars.
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think Professor Long is in error in tending to minimize the
mounting revulsion among the American people against the barbarous practices of the U.S. Government in Vietnam and now in
the Caribbean. His orvn article is an example of this rising tide.
Certainly, neaer in American history has public opposition to dominant U.S. foreign policy been so profound, and so toidespread, as
noro, It is present in all groups and reaches deeply into the smallest
hamlet; those who ignore it will pay heavily. Significant in its
intensity is the campaign of the fall of 1964r the issues of that
campaign; the character of the vote and the overwhelming rejection that 'that vote represented of war and warlike policies. Indeed,
tire tremendous scope of the present protest against the ]ohnson
course in foreign afiairs is a continuation and heightening of &at
1964 campaign. Let "practical politicians," who must face the
prospect of 1966 elections, keep that clearly in mind.
In going about the country and seeing and hearing this reaction
from the grass-roots one develops a sense of pride and renews his
feeling of confidence. Noteworthy is the fact that even intense
anti-Communists-professionals, one might say-like Theodore Draper
and Professor Robert J. Alexander have denounced U.S. actions in
the Dominican Republic. (See the letters in the N.Y. Times, May 2
9. )

On the day this is written (May 15) the Times prints another
of the remarkable letters that have come from the professors and
intelligentsia of the United States. This is from Norman K. Gottwald,
Professor of Old Testament, Andover Newton Theological School.
Professor Gottwald hails the protests that have come from colleges
throughout the United States. He insists: "The President's passion
for consensus is employed to impose the impression of near-unanimity
where it does not in fact exist." Professor Gottwald rejects the
argument that protests must be muted because, as James Reston
has urged, "Communists make use of it for their purposes."

With similar reasoning, patriotic Germans were silenced

against

the wrong policies of the Nazi Government and civil rights
demonstrations are opposed in this country. Haae use considered
thnt the peaceful settlement of the war in Vietnam rnight be to
the adoantage of all parties inaolaed, Commanist and. nonCommunist? (Italics added.)

Clearly, despite McCarthyism and McCarranism, anti-Communism
anti-Communist psychosis

in 'this country has not triumphed; an
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has infected parts
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of the American population but

it

has certainly

not infected it generallY.
Heartening aid hlstoric was the advertisement in the Times of
May I from-about twenty-ftve New England colleges-including two
Roman catholic schools-signed by over eight hundred professors:
"A Reply to Secretary Rusk on Vietnam." And an -unequivocal repJy
it wasi it would be diftcult to improve upon the demands with
which these men and women eoncluded their appeal:
cease-ffre and offer to
the viet,cong;
including
combatant-s,
the
with
negotiate
orri air iaids on North Vietnam; we should use
we must
offices of the united Nations in bringing. about these
the good "euse
endsi and we must assure the world that we will not use nuclear
weapons in the pursuit of victory or in the "pursuit of peace"'

for an immediate
We must arrange
"principal_

The academic revolution that has been brewing for about eight
years and now is blowing through the- country-with its full potential
yet to be realized-is purifying our land. As it gaih3rs momentum
i cannot help feeling d""p r"gl"t that C. Wright Mills is not living
to experience the ioy and gratiftcation
now to he$ lead [t
"rrd
that it *ooid have brought him. Of those in universities in the
worst years of the cold war-in the decade of Mccarthyism-it
*^, ubou" all Mills who fought back, who publicly dissented, and
who tried to lead his colleagues and inspire his students with the
sacred, radical, "No!"
one feels again so keenly the an{ul tragedy of^his death at so
young an age.-Yet, let rrs see again the truth, that fighting the good
hgnt"is the"way to live. Let us see again, that though his life was
,o'b.i"f, he [vbd well and he still lives-in every teach-in, in every
sham, in every demonstration
think-in, in every protest against
-now
stir and move and ve-ry
really
for peace. As thl iurnp,rt"t
ffst
Mills
Wr-ighj
feel
I
o""rl^y explode,
.shaking .his
"r"ry*h"t"
"crack-pot
realists."
the
called
at and micking what he so well

May 15, 1985

MOSCOW @NFE'NEI{CE

Moscow [onsultative [onferenre
Introduction
rn the calculations of the Johnson Administration

concerning the
direction of its foreign policy, a factor of no sman weight rr".
r"""
the disunity within the world communist movement. Ii fact, in his
state of the union message rast
president
January,
]ohnson made it
clear that he counted on the growth of ihis disunity.imonq the
con_
ditions favorable to u.s. imperialism today, he incruded the"
asr"rtio,
thal',ttre unity of tle c-ommunis't empire is beginning to crumbre.',
And there is no doubt that the Admirtstratior, f,a, be"en e,couraged
in it' policy of escalated aggression in vietnam by the continuation
of this division.
Theideological rift and the factional splitting activities which have
-been
{ostered by certain groups have-seriou"sry afiected the antiimperialist struggle. In some countries, the ranks of the communist
and anti-imperialist forces have been yharpry divided. And encourage^go-it-arone
ment has
tenderrcies that
.been given to alr nationarist,
cr9! up within various parties, leading some parties increasingly into
a "let's tend to our own knitting" attitirde. The concept of prol"iariao
internationalism has sufiered severe blows indeed.
If left to itself, this state of aflairs can onry grow progressively
worse, and the world communist movement
orry^"oitinue to
drift.toward a split. ff this is not to happen, a"aodetermined efiort is
required to reverse these centrifugal prdc-esses and to set the world
-and
movement on the road to uniffcation
consolidation. This is not
a- simple matter; it entails a long, involved, arduous
process in which
the accomplishment
even ihe ffrst, -ort
steps is
-of
"lerientary
fraught with great difficulties.
It is to the credit of the communist party of the soviet union
it took the initiative in. setting this procesi in motion by callingthat
together those
which naa participated in prepariirg the tgOO
^parties
-after -much
Moscow conference.
The resurt,
disJusion ,?d d"b"t",
was the consultative conference held in Moscow at the beginning
of
M11ch with the participation of tg of the 26 parties
The holding of this consultative meeting ir, *" "orr"er"oed,
believe, an im_
50

portant step forward. It is a significant contribution toward reversing
ihe prererrt'trend and laying the groundwork for further steps on the
,ord to unity. The ,rnanimoirsly adopted communique wlfch it issued
serves to remove the fears oi so*i that those who supported the
holding of this conference were moved by the aim of reading some
partieiout of the world movement. More, it encourages the.coming
iogether of parties and the cementing of closer ties among them.

for strengthening the unity of the world Communist
ptotp"cts
-are
real. They lie in the conviction of the participants,
expressed in the cornmunique, 'that what unites the Communist
p"iti", greatly outweighs that which at the present.time. disunites
ih"*.', ind indeed, a[ are motivated by a common hostility to imperialism, by a common striving for world Peace, and by a common
-"o**on adherence to the basic pringoal of ,o"i"lir*. All profess ,
&ptes of Marxism-Leiirrit* and to the line of the 1957 and 1960
statements. This community of interests, dramatically_illustrated at
this conference by the unanimous adoption of a resolution against
U.S. imperialist afgression in Vietnam, is the basis for united action
^
despite ideologicii differences, which the communique correctly
places as the key to uniffcation.
' Alro involved in the process is the bringing of parties together in
meetings for the discussion of common problems and the formulation
of comi,on positions and programt-meitit'gs based. 01 tlie complete
equality and autonomy of the participating parties. And these in ttun
urt uie,red as part of the preparation of a new world conference, at
*ti"t ,r"* prdbl"ms andteielop*e.,ts-can be deait with and differences disdussed in a comradelyitmosphere. Of cardinal importance
is the proposal for a consultatire confererce of all 81 parties which
took p'art'in the 1960 meetings, to give further consideration in a
democratic manner to such preparations.
Finally, putting an end to public polemics will help to create an
ut*orph"r"'in wf,ich both the development of united action and condoes
tacts Letween parties can go forwaid to best advantage' This
is
the
mean
does
it
what
debate;
to ideolJgical
not mean ur.,
"ird
of
free
way'
businesslike
fraternal,
iri
a
conduct of such debate
acrimony and invective.
The atmosphere of the conference and the achievement of unity
were not
on these poinis, in the face of the fact that the participants
demonstrathemselves
are
fully in alreement prior to the conference,
tions of tlhe correct way to carry on the fight for unity' It remains
for all parties to contribute to i* further develop_ment through their
o*o u"iiorrr, as the statement of the Communist Party of the United

it

"
movemint
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states, which we present here together
munique, indicates.

with the text of the

com-

Moscow f,ommunique
on March 1-5, 1965, a consultative Meeting took place in Moscow
Representatives of the communist party Jf ArgJntina, the communist ?arty of Australia, tl,e Brazilian cbmmuniit party, the Bulof

BTian communist Party, the united party of the socialist'Revolution
of cuba, the communist Party of czechoslovakia, the communist
Party of Finland, the French communist party, the socialist unity
P."lrt of Ge11any, the Communist party of Germany, the Communist Party of Great Britajn tlre Hungarian socialist ivorkers, party,
the communist Party of India, the Italian communist party, the
Mongolian
party, the polish united workers,
_People's Revolutionary
Party, the communist Party of the Sovilt Union and the syrian comrnunist Party. Represen,tatives of the communist party of 'the united
States attended the meeting in the capacity of observers.
The particip,ants held consultations 6n questions of mutual interest
and exchanged opinions on the ways a,d-mearu of surmounting differences and strengthening the unity of the world communist movement.

The consultative meeting- pro_ceeded in an atmosphere of fraternity
ard friendship and was imbued with the spirit of ictive struggle for
the cohesion of the communist -or"-"rrf in the name of iii gr"*t
historic tasks. The participants expressed. the firm determination of
their parties to do everything in their power to cement the world
communist movement a,d to strengthei its unity on the basis of
Marxism-Leninism, proletarian internationalism ani the line deffned
in the 1957 Declaration and the 1g60 Statement.
The representatives of the parties agreed that consolidation of the
position of socialism, upsurge of the national-liberation and the international working-class movements, and growth of the forces advocating the maintenance and strengtheung of peace, constitute the basic
trend in world development under the p--resent conditions. At the
same time, it was noted that world reaction, primarily u.s. imperialism, is becoming more active in various regions of tire globe, irying
to aggravate the situation and undertaking acts of ,ggr"irioo agri"rt
the soeialist countries, the newly-liberated- countries -a=nd the revolutionary movement of the peoples.

MOSCOW CONFEAENCE

In this situation it is more than ever necessary for all Communist
parties to show their sonse of internationalist responsibility and to
unite for the common struggle against imperialism, colonialism and
neo-colonialism and against the rule of monopoly capital, for active
support to the liberation movement and defense of the peoples who
are objects of imperialist aggression, and for ,the struggle for world
peace based on respect for the sovereignty and integrity of all states.
In a statement, the participants expressed their solidarity with the
heroic people of Vietnam and the Party of Labor of Vietnam, and
issued a call for international solidarity in the struggle against the
aggressive acts of the U.S. militarists.
Cohesion of all the revolutionary forces of our time-the socialist
community, the national-liberation movement and the international
working class-is of crucial importance for the success of the ffght
against imperialism. This cohesion calls insistently for the strengthening of world Communist unity,
Divergences in the Communist movement weaken its unity and
thereby do damage to the world liberation movement, to the Communist cause.
The participants voiced their conviction that what unites the Communist parties greatly outweighs that which at the present time
disunites them. Even though there are differences over the political
line and many important problems of theory and tactics, it is quite
possible and necessary to work for united action against imperialism,
in the matter of all-round support for the liberation movement of the
peoples, in the struggle for world peace and the peaceful coexistence
of all countries, big and small, with different social systems, and in
the fight for the vital interests and historical goals of the working
class. Concerted action in the ftght for these common goals is the
most effective way of surmounting the existing differences.
The participants stressed that the Communist parties must exert
collective efforts to improve relations between them and to strengthen
the unity of the world Communist movement on the basis of the
observance of the democratic principles of the independence and

equality of all the fraternal parties.
In the struggle for the solution of tasks common to the whole of
the Communist movement, it is desirable to exploit all possibilities
and ways, including bilateral and multilateral meetings between
representatives of fraternal parties and other forms of party contacts
and exchanges of opinion.
The participants are unanimous in the opinion that under present
conditions, as is declared in the 1960 Statement, Intgrnational Meet-
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ings of Communist and Workers' Parties are an efiective means of
exchanging views and,experiences, enriching Marxist-Leninist theory
by collective effort and working out united positions in the struggre
for common aims. such meetings, held with-observance of the principles of complete equalrty and independence of each party, can
render good service to the cause of surmounting differ-ences and
cementing the communist movement on the basis of Marxism-Leninism, proletarian internationalism. Therefore, in the opinion of the
parucipants, active and all-sided preparations for a new International
Meeting, to be held at a suitable date, fully conform to the interest
of the world Communist movement.
To convene the new meeting and to secure its success, it is necessary t-o prepare it both as to its content and as to organization,
actively to create by joint efforts favorable conditions for al=l fraternal
parties to participate in its preparation, and to work tirelessly for an
improvement of the atmosphere in the world communist movement.
The meeting should serve the common cause of alr communists.
Emphasis and concentration of efiorts on the urgent tasks confronting
the Communist movement will, more than
else, bring our
"rrylhirrg
positions on 'the fundamental issues of the time
closer together.
The participants expressed the opinion that it is desira'ble to hold
a Preliminary consultative conference of representatives of the g1
parties 'that gathered at the 1960 Meeting in order to discuss the
question of a new rnternational Meeting. It is necessary to hold
consultations with all these parties to decide the question of
"orlo"ring this Preliminary Conference.
The parties represented at .this meeting have decrared themselves
in favor of discontinuing open polemics, which are in character unfriendly and degrading to thi: fraternal parties. At the same time,
they consider it useful to continue, in a c6mradery form and without
mutual attacks, a, exchange of opinion on the important contemporary issues of mutual interest. The participants declare themselves
in favor of the rigorous cbservance of the siandards governing relations between parties as defined by the lgsT and 1g60-meeting"s, and
aqainst the interference by any Party in the internal afiairs oi other

parties,

In expressing their opinion on the ways of surmounting the clif^
ffculties
in the world communist movement and on its fr-rither development,.the representatives of ,the parties were guided by the wish
to strengthen the h{arxist-Leninist unity of the communiit ranks in
the ffgh_t against imperialism and colonialism, for national liberation,
peae€, democracy, socialism and communism,
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The representatives of the parties trust that all fraternal parties
will respond favorably to this consultative meeting.

MOSCOW

Statement, IPUSA
We greet the holding of the consultative conference in Moscow on
March 1-5, attended by representatives of 18 Communist and Work'
ers partiei and by observers from the Communist Party of the United
States, and are in full accord with its actions. We welcome its resolution of solidarity with the Vietnamese people in their heroic struggles against the armed attacks of U.S' imperialism, which strengthens
our own struggles against this policy of aggression, And we are in
complete agreement with its communique on the strengthening of the
unity of the world Communist movement.
In its atmosphere of fraternity and friendship and in its unanim'
ous adoption of the commnique, the conference represents a significant step forward in the process of solidifying and uniting all parties
in their common struggle. It builds upon previous steps in this direction, notably the recent conference of Latin-American parties in
Havana. And in turn it is a harbinger of further advances to come,
The growing aggressiveness of world reaction poses the need of the
greatest possible unity and cohesion of the world Communist movement. This is made especially clear by the stepping up of U.S. imperialist intervention in Vietnam, the most shameful and dangerous
act of aggression of all. There can be no doubt that the Johnson Administration was encouraged in this action by its hopes of disunity
among Communist parties and socialist countries. And there can be
no doubt that uniffed opposition, together with the unprecedented
mass protest of the American people against this barbarous policy,
can force its reversal, and thus achieve a major victory for world
freedom and peace.
The communique is correct, therefore, in taking as its point of
departure the assertion ,that the "things that unite the Communist
parties are much stronger than those that separate them at present,"
and that the path to overcoming present difierences lies ffrst of all
in joint struggles for common goals. It is likewise correct in urging
the use of all possible rneans of solving common problems, including
bilateral and rnrrltilateral meetings and other forms of communication
and exchange of views,
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we wholly

agree on the value, toward this end, of international
meetings conducted on the basis of full equality and independence
of each pgty, and with the sta,tement that 'tctive and ail-sided preparations for a new International Meeting, to be held at a suitable

date, fully conform to the interest of the worrd communist movement." This accords.with the position taken by our party on pre_
vious occasions. Further, we support the idea that for the discussion
.of.ych a-meeting it is desirable, as soon as conditions permit, to
hold a preliminary consultative meeting of the 81 parues ihi.t prrticipated in the 1960 meeting.
on our part, we shall work to cement our fraternal ties i,vith other
parues in all possible ways, to develop exchanges of views and discussions of common problems, and to strengthen international solidldg_ to the utmost, lvhile we shall continue to deba,te questions
of difierence among parties. we shall refrain from public
|olemics
and attacks on other parties.
we consider the consolidation of the worrd communist movement
to be a task of primary importance. Its unity, on which is based in
turn the unity of all anti-imperialist forces, is vital to the achievoment of further advances in the s_truggle against imperialist aggession, for the freedom of oppressed peoples, for pea6e and peiieful
coexistence, for socialism. The constructio, of the idific" of tliat unity
is a long, arduous task. The consultative conference is a material
contribution to its fulffllment.

Ilivisinn Weakens

Us

And the Revolution still has much to do. . . . The Revolution has
powerful enemies, and above all, one powerful on€rn/r Yankee imperialism. This enemy threatens us and will threaten us for some
time to come. This enemy will not easily resign itself-although it
has no alternative-to the revolutionary successes of our people. This
enemy, not here, but thousands of miles from here, is attacking other
countries as it is criminally attacking the people of North Vietnam
and the revolutionary people of South Vietnam.
This enemy is interfering in the Congo. It sends its ships, its
marines and its planes to every corner of the world. It takes advantage of differences among the revolutionaries, of the lamentable
differences that exist in the socialist camp. Unfortunately, they calculate, analyze and take advantage of everything that can weaken
the revolutionary front
That is to say that circumstances exist that involve dangers for us
all, for us and for other nations in other parts of the world who fight
for their independence and freedom. Dangers are not Iacking.

I am not going to ,p"*l ,, f"rg,f, ,foL, an" problems connectecl
with the differences and divisions in the socialist camp. We don't
even know when we may have to speak of this at length, because
the problem is not to speak for the sake of speaking; the problem
is to speak in order to say something; the problem now is to speak
when, by speaking or talking or saying sornething, there is a positive result and not a result that is positive and useful only to imperial-

ism and the enemies of the people.
We'd rather not to have to face such a bitter necessity. As far as
talk is concerned, enough and more than enough has been said already. As far as division is concerned, unfortunately, enough and
more than is necessary has been said, more than suits the interests
of the peoples and, unfortunately, is useful to the interests of the
enemies of the peoples.
But we, small countries, that do not base ourselves on the strength
of armies of millions of men, or on the strength of atomic power,

t Excerpts from
1965.

speech delivered

at the University of Havana, March

13,
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small countries like Vietnam and Cuba, we have enough instinct to
note calmly and to understand that these disagreements and differences that weaken the strength of the socialist camp hurt no one
more than us who are in special situations: here, ninety miles from
the Yankee empire; there, attacked by Yankee planes.
Here it's not a question of analyzing the problems under dispute
_
theoretically or philosophically, but of recognizing the great truth:
that in the face of an enemy that attacks, in the }a"e uf an enemy
that becomes more and more aggressive, there is no justiffcation for
division; division doesn't make sense, there is no reason for division.
And at any time in history, at any period of mankind, from the
time the ffrst revolutionary emerged in the world, from the time
revolutions occurred as social phenomena in which the masses acted
instinctively, untii the time revolutions were made consciously, becarne tasks and phenomena fully understood by the people-which
took place r,vhen Marxism first appeared-diviiion in ,the face of
the enemy was never a correct strategy, it was never revolutionary
strategy, was never intelligent strategy.
And in this revolutionary process we have all from the beginning
been educated in the idea that everything that divides weakens, ttrai
everytllng that disunites us is bad, is bad for our people and good

lor imperialism.
And the mass of our people understood the need for unity from
the first mornent, and unity became an essential question for the
Revolution, unity became the cry of the masses, unity became a
slogan of the whole peopl*e.

r

,

We ask ourselves if the imperialists are not attacking North Vietnam. We ask ourselves whether in North Vietnam men and women
of the people are not dyrrg.
And who can be made to think or to believe that division is proper

or useful? Isn't it obvious that the imperialists are advancing in
North Vietnam? Perhaps it's not seen that the tactic the imperialists
are follorving there is to smash the revolutionary movement in South
Vietnam, attacking North Vietnam ffrst under the pretext of the
attacks being in reprisal, later arrogating to themselves the right to
attack whenever they want to, and continuing to use masses of planes
against the fighters of South Vietnam.
What is the situation at this momentP The imperialists are talking
about a naval blockade, landing their marines in South Vietnam,
sending aircraft carriers, mobilizing masses of planes to srnash the
revolutionary movement in South Vietnam, to attack the guerrillas
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South Vietnam with every available means of war, reserving the
right to attack North Vietnam whenever it seems best to them; carrying on this kind of aerial war, without any sacriffce on their part,
bombing with hundreds of planes and even indulging in the luxury
of sending their helicopters to rescue the pilots of the downed

in

planes.

Doubtless the imperialists want a comfortable kind of strugglel
Doubtless the imperialists want a kind of war with only industrial
lossest That is-"so many planes lost." Doubtless the people of South
Vietnam and of North Vietnam have to suffer all this! And sufier it
in their own flesh because there are men and women there who die,
victims of the U.S. straffng and victims of the U.S. bombing.
And they don't hesitate in the least to declare that they propose
to continue all that because even the attacks on North Vietnam have
not had the effect of overcoming the divisions within the socialist
family. And who doubts that this division encourages the imperialistsP Who doubts that to face the enemy with a united front would
make them hesitate, make them pause and think before launching
their adventurous attacks and their barefaced intervention in that
part of the world? Who was to be convinced? With what reason,
with what logic? And who beneftts from this? The imperialists! And
who are the victims? The Vietnamese! And what suf{ers? The prestige of socialism, the prestige of the international Communist movement, of the international revolutionary movement! And this truly
hurts us! Because for us the liberation movement is not a demagogic
word but a slogan that we have always felt deeplyl
Because we are a small country that does not aspire to become
the center of the universe; because we are a small country that does
not aspire to become the revolutionary center of the world. And
when we speak of these problems, we speak with absolute sincerity,
and we speak disinterestedly. We did not win revolutionary power
in bourgeois elections but ffghting weapons in hand. We speak in
the name of a people who for six years irrevocably and unhesitatingly resisted the ambushes and the threats of imperialism. . . .

should be know that it is our Party which directs the
it is our Party which gives guidance here; that
this is a question that comes under our jurisdiction! And if we don't
want the apple of discord to come here, because we simply dont
want it here, then no one can smuggle it in. Our enemies, our only
enemies, are the Yankee imperialists! Our only insuperable contradiction is rvith Yankee imperialisml The only enemy against whom

And

it

propaganda here; that
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we are ready to break all our lances, is imperialisml
As far as anything else is concerned, we don't understand any
other language, we don't understand the language of division. In thl
face of the concrete case of a country attaeked by imperiarism, like
Vietnam, we have one position. We don't act, as perhaps some thinh
as perhaps above all the imperialists think, on ihe basis of ,,when
yol.:ee your_neighbor's house on fue, you thr.ow water on your own
roof"-in r-eality, the way rve feel is, when we see our neighbor,s
house on ffre, we want to share this difficulty.
Y" T" not people to be frightened by these events; rather we
are kindled to action by them. And we have one position: we are in
favor of giving vietnam all the aid that may be necessary! we are in
favor of this aid being arms and men. we are in favor of the socialist
camp running the risks that may be necessary for Vietnam.
we are quite aware of the fact that in case of any serious international complication, we will be one of the first targeis of imperialism,
but this does not worry us and has never worried'us, Andie don't
keep quiet or act like simpletons hoping to be overrooked and have
our liyes spared.
This is, in all frankness and all sincerity, our reasoned, dispassionate stand, emanating from our right to think, to reason, and iur
legitimate and inviolable right to adopt measures and to act in the
way we believe most correct and most revolutionary; and let no one
harbor the illusion that he can give us lessons on revolution.
I hope_ that errors of underestimation will not be made, ignoring
the peculiarities of our people; because Yankee imperialism has committed lots of errors of this kind. one of its characteristics was disdain for others, disdain for an underestimation of smafl nations. And
imperialisrn has committed great colossal errors of underestimation
in- respect to our revolutionary people. It rvould be regrottabre if
others committed similar errors. our sincere policy hai been and
is that of uniting! Because we are not and will nerre, be satellites
of anyone! And in this whole problem we have taken a very dispassionate, very honest and very sincere position.
This is not the time to go through papers and ffles. I believe that
as long as we have imperialism in front of us, attacking, it would
be ridiculous for us here to do as in the fable, argue whether they
are geyhounds or hound dogs, whether they are made of paper or
of iron.
Let us leave the papers and ffles and docurnents to history, let
history be the one to say who acted well or badly, to say who was
right and who was wrong. Let history show what each thought, what
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each did, what each gave-but let it be history. Because it would
be humiliating to wash "dirty linen" in front of our enemies, enemies
who are
and who are attacking riot the most powerful but
-attacking,_
the smallest and the weakest.
..We-have many things to do. We have ahead of us many very
difficult,_very hard tasks. There are millions of tons of sugar to b-e
cut to defeat the imperialist blockade, and they are not 1ut with
papers, but with toil, with sweat, with the macLete,
that lie in wait for us are great, but they are not
- The dangers
with
Byzantine disagreements and acidemic charla[anry. Not
!:gt, ale fought with revolutionary
ffrmness, revolutionary integrity,
{hey
the readiness to fight. The -imperialist enemy is not foughf efiectiveiy
anywhere in the world when revolutionaries are divided, insulting

each other, and attacking each other, but only with unity and
in the revolutionary ranlst And to those who may not believe that this is the correct tactic for the internauonal cbmmunist
movement, we say that for us here on our small island, on our terin the front-line trench ninety miles from the imperialists, it
Itoly,
is the correct tactic.
And we will adjust our line and our conduct to this way of thinkcohesion

ing.

At a time when imperialist reaction is joining forces to ffght
it is particularly imperative vigorously to consolidite
the world Communist movement. Unity and solidarity redouble
the strength of oul movement and provide a reliablo guarantce
that the great cause of communism will make victorious-proqress
and all enemy attacks will be efiectively repelled.
c_ommuni_sm
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working class has any potential
for progressive or eventual revoIutionary action. So contemptuous
are they of the role of the American working class that the ultraLefts have practically written it
off, and they look for "revolutionary salvation" from other sections
of the population, or even other

Hole of Wnrking ilass
What seems to be most depressing to many progressive and Leftwing people, as well as civil rights

Dear Editors:

Gus Hall's article in the February, L965 issue of Politi.cal Af- activists, is the rather obvious
fairs, "The Negro-Labor Commu- fact that the Ameri,can working

munity" was an extremely imporcontribution

tant and helpful

which deserves greater popularization and discussion.

However,

within this

article

Lhere appeared one statement
which if left by itself is puzzling.
Since it is so important, further
clarification would be welcomed.
'Ihis statement, which appeared
on page 6, is as follows:
'With all its weaknesses our work-

ing class in the United States has
fulfilted its historic responsibilities
and is eontinuing to do so. The fact
that it has not fully taken on what
history demands of it, or that it has
not carried the struggle to its final
conclusion, does not in any way
disqualify it as the most advaneed
element of our society.
Of course, it is correct that the
American working class is obiecti,oelg "the most advanced element
of our society," but is it reallY
true that "with all its weaknesses
our working class in the United
States has fulfllled its historic responsibilities and is continuing to
do so"?
6t
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class lr,as, on the contrarA, stil,l not

up to tlre fulfilling of its historic responsibi,lities, that it has
not yet thrown its class weight
behind the civil rights movement,
li,ued,

Iet alone the peace movement ! The
jingo attitudes and white chauvinism of many American workers is
too well known. Even now there
are some sections of the Iabor
movement which engage in vile
discriminations against their Negro fellow workers, prevent them
from joining the unions or entering the apprenticeship training
programs. In the present magnificent struggle around Selma, Alabama, the participation of the Iabor movement generally is so much
less than is required, even where

there are worthy, significant exceptions. Are all these not exarnples of the failure of the
American working class today
leally to fulfill its historic ciass
responsibilities

?

The ultra-Leftist,

pro-Mao

groups tahe a completely negative
attitude to the American working
class, particularly the white workers, and they often deny that our
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to it. yet, we can also fall into a
situation of overstating our case,
of putting too good a face upon it,
of not giving needed recognition
to the negative, backward features

of the American working class.
Would it not be more advisable

for us to be much more

demand-

ing of the American working class
countries.
and to be more sharply critical
It is to the great credit of the of its limited, and at times almost
editors of Poli,tical Affo,i,rs and insigniflcant participation in the
of Gus Hall himself that they have civil rights and peace efforts in
so forcefully continued to assert our country? Wouldn't such a
the correct Marxian position on nrore balanced and critical apthe role and progressive potential proach help speed the day when
of the American working class the American working class will
and have not succumbed to wide- really fulfill its historic responsispread moods of despair in regard
bilities ?
S. R.

The Author Heplies
I would not defend the exact
rvording in the quotation as either
the best or the clearest possible
statement of the historic role of
the U.S. working class. But I do
defend th.e basic thought behind
it.

The first point I should like
to emphasize is that this is a poIemic on a basic concept, and in a
polemic there is a tendency to lean
it special emphasis. There is an unprecedented,
concerted, most widespread cam-

to one side, to give

paign in the ranks of the Leftpi'ogiessive movement to downgrade the role of the working class
and even liquidate it as a class.
Especially prevalent is the concept
that wipes out the working class
as a social or political factor of
any consequence. Some wipe the

working class out as a factor only
in our past, some only in the present, so'ne only in contemplating
the future, but many wipe it out
for the past, present and future.
A so-called "Left" leader of a
small trade union joined these
liquidators by calling the mainstream of the working class ,,a
sewer." The challenge is to the
basic concept of the class nature
of capitalism, to the idea of classes
anC class struggle.
How is one to assess the histor-

ic role of our working

class ?

is the correct point of

What

reference
from which to start ? For such an
a.ssessment one eannot compare
the contribution of our working
class to the same class in another
country. If, for example, we were
to compare the role of our work-
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ing class to what the
c,lass

working

of the Soviet Union has done,

then the U.S. working class has
not fulfllled its historic responslbilities. The comparative assessment cannot be with an abstraction, with an ideal.
The point of reference for such
an assessment must be the realities of our history as a. nation,
and the class struggle within it.
The comparison must be with
other classes and sectors of our
people. This is the reality of which
our working class is a comPonent
part. These are the direct factors
that have molded and will continue to mold our working class.
In this context and comparison,
our working class comes out as

fulfilling its

responsibilities.
The campaign to downgrade the
role and the contribution of the
worl<ing class is as old as is capi-

talist ideology. And it is an old
weakness of our Left, including
the Marxists, to go along with

the downgraded version of the con-

tribution of our working class.

Our history books have been writ-

man instincts, and far stronger in
the factories and shoe-shops than
in the pulpit or colleges."

The working class groups provided the staying power and in-

fluence that resulted in the Bill
of Rights and the Emancipation

Proclamation. In our history
books the working class does not
get its credits in the pioneering
struggles for public school systems, postal systems, the elimination of child labor, old age pensions, workmen'g compensation,
unemployment insurance, veterans'benefits, farm subsidies, food
inspection, etc., etc. There are no
instances of social advance where
the working class has not served
a"s the mainstay of the struggle.
No other class or group can make
that claim.

I also want to reject the idea
that the working elass is only potentiaily a progressive and a revoIutionary force. This is in fact a
cover for the liquidators and does
not correspond to facts. There are
two basic methods used in downgrading the working class. One is
to scale down the concept of who
makes up this class. The other is
to view as working elass activity

ten by the "downgraders." The
truth of history is that the working class has been and is the
mainstay of every social advance only that which takes place
in our history. This was true in through the trade unions.
For instanee, in the civil rights
our 'War of Independence and increasingly throughout our history. struggle, if you eliminate from
This was the case in the Civil your consideration the Negro
War. In writing about the period workers, the youth and stutlents
of the early 1830's an abolitionist who are workers, the workers who
wrote: "The anti-slavery move- take part in the marches and proment was not strongest in the test meetings under no organizamore educated classes, but was tion banners, the workers who
predorninantly a people's move- partieipate in the names of their
ment, based on the simplest hu- churches, the workers who voted
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against the racist ultra-Right candidates, antl the overall influence
rvorkers have in the communities
on this struggle-then the contribution of such a scaled-down work-

ing class is very much less. Or if
you judge the political activity
of the working class on the basis
of how strong the party of labor
is, then its activity is non-exisL
ent.

So

it is within the framework

of these realities, and as a part
of our people, that the working
within this framework, I think the basic thought behind my assessment
is correct. Once this is estabIished, then we can properly examine the weaknesses without
coming to hopeless, dead-end conclusions. Because if one emphasizes the weaknesses to prove the
non-existence or the hopelessness
of the working class, then a dead
end is inevitable because there is
no other class that can take its
class must be assessed. And

place.

On the other hand,
weaknesses

ine the

if

we examthe

within

context of a correct undersianding
of the role of this class, then we
can be a positive factor in correct-

ing the weaknesses. Those who do
not see the positive role of the
working class will not and cannot
work to do so. They can only slander and condemn. lVithin such a
correct context there is the need
to see, to understand and to fight
to eliminate the weaknesses of
the working elass, or more correctly sections of the working
class, in the civil rights struggle.
We can fight against the influence
of white ehauvinism, racism and
bigotry in the ranks of the white
workers only if r,ve understand the
role the working class is compelled to play in capitalist society,
only if lve understand the nature
of the struggle and the role of the
Negro people in the struggle for
equality, the interrelationship of
the trvo and as a community in the
struggle for social progi'ess and
for socialism. This understanding is a cardinal necessity for victory.
Gus Hu,r,

In the May issue, as well as the present one, we have'e published
hed a num
number of oapers
papers prepared for the syrnoosium
syrnposium on
o: The
Goaernment, Monopoly Capitalism and the Economy,
Economy. Addilio"ul. papers will be included. in our Aygu-st- issue. We hope
that this symposium vvill stimulate considerable discussion and
look fonvard to receiving questions ancl comments from our
r

readers.
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Ethics and Progress
By HOt{ARD SELSAM
analysis of the new ethics arising in a revolutionary worldchanges in moral values taking place in the process of a changing

An

world.
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By WILLLIAM
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A sharp analysi$ the theory of counfer-insurgency which dominates Pentagon lilliiary thinking.
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An exominaiion of ihe theory and praciice of Scviet

foreign
policy, showing fhat world peace is boih a premise end a require
ment of Soviet life.
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